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Abstract

In recent decades, public-key cryptographic techniques have been widely employed to

secure digital communication infrastructure. Their security mainly relies on mathematical

assumptions that integer factorization problem and discrete logarithm problem are hard.

In 1994, Shor’s algorithm was proposed. It allows people to solve integer factorization

and discrete log problem using a quantum computer efficiently. As such, a quantum

computer will make the deployed public-key cryptographic techniques insecure. Facing

the rapid development of quantum computing, post-quantum cryptography, the study of

cryptographic techniques resilient to attacks from the quantum computer is now receiving

growing attention. Upgrading the modern public-key cryptography infrastructure as soon

as possible become the best approach to protect individual’s privacy under the threats

from quantum computers. In this thesis, we focus on designing practical and efficient

cryptosystems that are post-quantum secure based on lattice-based and hash-based

cryptography, two common approaches in the post-quantum cryptography. Specifically,

this thesis develops quantum-safe solutions for three cryptographic primitives.

Firstly, we propose a hash-based ad hoc anonymous identification scheme. Such a

scheme allows a participant to identify himself as a member of a group of users in a way

that his actual identity is not revealed. We demonstrate a highly efficient construction in the

symmetric-key setting based on the idea of program obfuscation. The salient feature of our

scheme is that only hash evaluations are needed. Consequently, our scheme outperforms
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all previous constructions for a reasonably large ad hoc group size (of around 50000 users)

since no exponentiation nor pairing operation is involved.

We also present a new signature scheme, PASSG, relying on lattice-based cryptography.

It is based on signatures from the partial Fourier recovery problem PASSRS introduced by

Hoffstein et al. in 2014. Same as PASSRS , security of our construction is based on the

hardness of a special kind of Short Integer Solution problem and the hardness of partial

Fourier recovery problem. PASSG improves PASSRS in two aspects. Firstly, it comes

with a reduction proof and is thus provably secure. Secondly, we adopt rejection sampling

technique introduced by Lyubashevsky in 2012 to reduce the signature size and improve

the efficiency. We also present another security parameter set based on best known attack

using BKZ 2.0 algorithm introduced by Chen and Nguyen in 2011.

Furthermore, we design two new lattice-based (linkable) ring signature schemes. The

first scheme, Raptor, is the first practical construction of its kind that comes with an

implementation. We develop a generic construction of (linkable) ring signatures based on

the well-known generic construction from Rivest et al., which is not fully compatible with

lattices. We give instantiations from both standard lattice, as a proof of concept, and NTRU

lattice, as an efficient instantiation. We show that the latter construction, Raptor, is almost

as efficient as the classical RST ring signatures and thus may be of practical interest. We

also revisit the generic framework of ring signatures based on hash-then-one-way type

(Type-H) signatures presented by Abe et al. (AOS) in 2004 and made the following

contributions. First, we give a proof for the generic construction, in a strengthened security

model. Secondly, we also extend AOS’s framework to generically construct one-time

linkable ring signatures from Type-H signatures and one-time signatures. Lastly, we

instantiate the generic construction with an NTRU-based Type-H signature: FALCON and

obtain a post-quantum linkable ring signature scheme. Our analysis suggests that the

resulting linkable signature outperforms Raptor.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent decades, cryptographic techniques have been widely implemented in global

communication digital infrastructure to protect people’s security and personal privacy in

many ways.

These days, most of the public-key infrastructures leveraged in Internet communication

such as digital signature schemes, encryption schemes, and key exchange schemes are

constructed from RSA cryptosystem, elliptic curve cryptosystems and Diffie-Hellman

key exchange whose security are mainly based on the number theoretic problems such

as integer factorization and discrete log problem. In 1994, Shor’s algorithms [89],

which are quantum algorithms for factoring large number and solving discrete log

problem, were proposed. Since Shor’s quantum algorithms can be used to solve integer

factorization and discrete log problem, it implies that cryptosystem based on RSA and

the hardness of discrete log problem can be easily broken in polynomial time by quantum

attacks. Ever since the discovery of Shor, the research on quantum algorithm has been

developed significantly. Moreover, the quantum computational operations have already

been executed on a small number of quantum bits. Facing the rapid development of

quantum computing in both practical and theoretical, while a quantum computer with
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enormous processing power is still in its infancy, it is already a potential threat that cannot

be ignored towards the classical cryptography. Once a large quantum computer being built

in the near future, it can recover our today’s secret by harvest-then-decrypt attack.

To deal with the threats from quantum computers, post-quantum cryptography was

proposed. Different from quantum cryptography which uses quantum mechanical

properties of the matter for cryptographic application such as secure key distribution,

post-quantum cryptography is a cryptography that is resilient to attacks from quantum

computers. Currently, post-quantum cryptography mainly has following five categories.

1. Lattice-based cryptography: Lattice-based cryptography, which allows people to

build families of cryptographic functions in which breaking a random instance from

the family is as hard as solving worst-case instance of lattice problem, is currently

an important candidate for post-quantum cryptography. The seminal work of Ajtai

[2] shows the reduction from an average-case lattice problem, Short Integer Solution

(SIS), to the worst-case lattice problem. He also presented the construction of a one-

way function whose security is based on SIS. Ever since, numerous constructions

of other lattice-based cryptographic primitives such as collision resistant hash

functions, identification schemes, encryption schemes and digital signature schemes

have been proposed. Constructions from lattice-based cryptography always have the

property that easy to be implemented in hardware or software. However, they also

suffer from the issue of large user keys.

2. Code-based cryptography: Code-based cryptography is one of the promising can-

didates for post-quantum cryptography. The security of code-based cryptosystem

is based on the syndrome-decoding problem which has been proven NP-complete.

It puts the adversary in the condition of decoding a randomlike code. Code-based

cryptosystems are generally easy to implement and fast. However, their key sizes
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are very large and reducing key size may lead to successful attacks on some of the

code-based cryptosystems.

3. Hash-based cryptography: Hash-based cryptosystems are cryptosystems con-

structed using hash functions. Hash-based cryptography is mainly concerned with

the development of digital signature schemes. Hash-based signatures include Lam-

port signature scheme [62], Merkle signature scheme [76], XMSS[23] and [17].

Since their security only relies on the collision resistance of the underlying hash

functions, so the construction of a secure hash-based scheme is independent of hard

number theoretic problems and the security requirements are minimal.

4. Multivariate polynomial cryptography: Multivariate polynomial cryptosystems

are based on the difficulty of solving Multivariate Quadratic polynomial equations

and the Isomorphism of Polynomials problem which have been proven to be NP-

hard or NP-complete. Multivariate polynomial cryptography is better as an approach

to construct signature schemes because of the short signature size.

5. Isogeny-based cryptography: Isogeny-based cryptography, the most recent field

in post-quantum cryptography, is originated from elliptic curve cryptography which

is a significant part of classical cryptography. The underlying hard problem of

isogeny-based cryptosystem states that it is hard to calculate an isogeny between two

given elliptic curves . The hard problem itself along with the possible attacks have

already been well studied. The main advantages of isogeny-based cryptosystems are

their small key sizes and high compatibility with the current elliptic curve primitives.

In 2017, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) called for post-

quantum cryptography standardization. At the end of year 2017, around 23 signature

schemes and 59 public-key encryption and key-establishment algorithms were submitted

in the first round. In 2019, NIST announced the 2-round candidates which includes 17
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public-key encryption and key-establishment algorithms and 9 signature schemes. Among

all these 2-round candidates, 12 of which are constructed from lattice-based cryptography

covering both PKE/KEM and signature scheme. In the remaining 14 candidates, 8

PKE/KEM schemes are constructed from code-based and isogeny-based cryptography, 6

signature schemes are constructed from hash-based, multivariate polynomial cryptography

and post-quantum zero-knowledge proof system.

Digital signature scheme is one of the most widely used cryptographic infrastructures.

Besides its fundamental functionality of verifying authenticity of digital message, it can

be used to construct protocols such as identification protocol by asking a prover to sign

a message and pass the signature to verifier. With growing concerns to user privacy,

anonymous identification scheme which allows provers to identify themselves without

revealing true identity is attracting increasing attention. Similar to identification scheme

constructed from digital signature, anonymous identification scheme can be constructed

from a variant of signature scheme, which is called (linkable) ring signature scheme.

In this thesis, we focus on designing efficient post-quantum anonymous identification

scheme, signature and (linkable) ring signature scheme.

1.1 Thesis Outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follow:

• Chapter 2 provides some preliminary knowledge for the following content including

some notations and definitions;

• Chapter 3 presents the construction of a symmetric-key based lightweight

anonymous identification scheme for ad hoc group;

• Chapter 4 gives the construction of a new lattice-based digital signature scheme
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which is called PASSG;

• In Chapter 5, Section 5.1 presents a new generic constructions for (linkable) ring

signature scheme along with its standard lattice and NTRU lattice instantiations.

Section 5.2 gives a rigorous security proof for an existing generic ring signature

framework and extends it to its linkable version. It then instantiates the latter

construction to NTRU lattice.

1.2 Anonymous Identification Scheme

Leakage of personal information online is now regarded as a serious issue for people

who involved in Internet activities. The discoursed individual data contains not only

sensitive identity information but also user’s online behaviour which may be collected

and analyzed by websites. Anonymous identification scheme which allows a user proving

his/her identity in an anonymous way can be applied in scenarios where user privacy is

highly concerned.

Identification scheme, a method allowing a prover to prove his/her identity to a verifier,

can be applied in various situations. However, with the growing of privacy awareness, a

secure identification scheme may not satisfy the privacy demands. In some situations,

people simply prefer to authenticated themselves without revealing his/her identity to

protect privacy. In other words, anonymous identification is desired on some occasions.

For example, when students participate in an online evaluation for their teachers or

professors, they would prefer logging into the evaluation system anonymously. Recently,

the ABC4trust project1 has launched a pilot to employ privacy-preserving technologies

to allow eligible students to conduct online evaluations without revealing their identities.

Achieving a mean of 3.373 and a standard deviation of 1.03 on a 5-point Lickert scale, it

1 https://abc4trust.eu
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was concluded that most participants found the system useful for protecting their privacy

in the pilot assessment [90].

In the first work of this thesis, we propose an anonymous identification scheme for

ad hoc group. Our anonymous identification scheme is symmetric-key based and thus

can be easily applied to most of the website with password-based authentication. We

also give rigorous proof to demonstrate that our identification scheme satisfies security

requirements. The main technique we adopted in our construction is the program

obfuscation. An obfuscator O, informally, can be considered as a probabilistic ‘compiler’

which can transform a program into a new program without revealing any secret in the

original program. Thus, in the construction of our anonymous identification scheme, we

first have a function which takes a list of user password and a string as input, and output a

predetermined string � or 0 if the string is in the password list or not respectively. Then we

use obfuscator to obfuscate this function and obtain a new function which hides � properly.

The new function will be sent to the user trying to authenticate him/herself and the user

should return a string �0. The authentication is considered as a success if �0 == �. The

property of the obfuscation here guarantees that no user without a legitimate password can

successfully identifying him/herself. Also, if the verifier in the protocol is an honest-but-

curious verifier, then the identification scheme is anonymous.

The main building block in our anonymous identification scheme is hash function. As

mentioned previously, the security of hash functions is independent from hard number

theoretic problems and thus hash-based cryptographic constructions can be post-quantum.

Hence, our anonymous identification is also post-quantum. Even though the running time

of our identification scheme is linear to the group size. There is no expensive mathematical

operation, for example, pairing operation, involved in our construction. Our construction

is still very efficient for a reasonably small group.
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1.2.1 Related Work

Anonymous identification scheme which allows participants in a user group to prove

their membership without revealing any information about the participants’ identity

has been successfully implemented in several approaches. The notion of anonymous

identification was first proposed in [30]. In previous works, anonymous identification

schemes were mainly constructed by group signature or ring signature schemes. Group

signatures, whose concept was first introduced in [26], provide users approaches to

anonymously sign a message on behalf of some group has been used to implement

anonymous identification schemes (for examples [24, 86, 63, 14]). The group formation

is performed by a trusted entity known as the group manager who is responsible for

registering users into the group. A group signature attests the fact that one of the registered

users endorsed the message being signed. Based on group signatures, Boneh and Franklin

in [19] first proposed an anonymous identification scheme allowing identity escrow and

subset queries.

The notion of ring signatures was formalized in [85] and further studied in [1, 30, 79,

28, 87, 25, 65]. Similar to group signatures, a ring signature allows a signer to endorse

a message on behalf of a group of potential signers. Unlike group signatures, however,

the formation of the group of the potential signer in a ring signature is spontaneous,

meaning that users could be completely unaware of being conscripted into the group.

Furthermore, ring signatures support full anonymity in the sense that there is no way to

revoke the anonymity and reveal the identity of the signer. Bresson, Stern and Szydlo

presented extensions to ring signatures [22]. Ring signatures can be used as an anonymous

identification in a typical challenge-response protocol where the verifier challenge the

prover to sign a random message. The first constant-size hoc anonymous identification

was introduced by Dodis, Kiayias, Nicolosi and Shoup [30]. The scheme, whose security

is rest on the strong RSA assumption, is based on the notion of accumulators with one-way
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domain. The verification cost is time independent of the size of the ad hoc group while

the prover’s cost is close to constant if the group does not change rapidly. Nguyen [79]

proposed a dynamic accumulator scheme for bilinear pairings to construct identity-based

ring signatures2.

To this end, we re-visit the course evaluation scenario above. We observe that several

security requirements are desired. Firstly, anonymity is desirable, since the students would

be afraid of retribution from the teachers of the course being evaluated. Secondly, security,

meaning that only students of the course are eligible to provide feedback, is necessary.

Finally, the ability to support ad hoc group identification is needed as students may

enroll or withdraw from different subjects throughout the semesters. Ad hoc anonymous

identification based on ring signature schemes described above would fulfill these three

requirements. Having said that, we believe that there is no need to use a scheme as

powerful as a ring signature scheme, which allows a signer to convince any verifier

that he is the owner of a public key listed in a group of public keys associated with

the ring signature. In the evaluation scenario mentioned above, we observe that there is

only a single verifier who can anonymous identifies enrolled students of the course being

evaluated. Requiring all students to have their own public/private key pairs, and to have

the evaluation system to verify each of these keys might be too expensive. Based on this

simplified scenario, the research problem we tackled in Chapter 3 is to find a new and

more efficient approach to achieving anonymous identification in ad hoc group that can be

applied to scenarios like system login.

1.3 Lattice-Based Signature Scheme

Digital signature scheme, as a broadly used cryptographic scheme, allows individuals to

verify the authenticity of a document and guarantee the file not being altered during transit

2 A flaw of this construction was identified and rectified in [97].
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through the Internet. Currently, most of the digital signature schemes applied in practice

are based on the hard number theoretic problems, for instance, integer factorization

and discrete logarithm problems. As mentioned previously, there are already quantum

algorithms developed to solve these problems. Even though there is still no quantum

computer can be used in practice, we, however, should prepare in advance.

In the second work of this thesis, we improve a lattice-based signature scheme proposed

by Hoffstein et al. in 2014 [53] to obtain a new digital signature scheme with detailed

security proof, smaller signature size and better time efficiency. The security of our new

digital signature scheme is based on a variant of Short Integer Solution (SIS) problem

which we defined as the Vandermonde-SIS problem. To reduce the signature size, we

change the distribution of the signature from uniform in [53] to Gaussian and adopting

the rejection sampling technique to decouple the signature from signer’s secret key. The

Gaussian distribution in our signature scheme also guarantees a smaller rejection rate and

higher time efficiency comparing with the original work. Besides reduction proof, we

also utilize the quantum sieving algorithm to analyze the security of our signature scheme

against quantum attackers. For the parameter sets we suggested, our signature scheme is

secure against quantum attacks.

1.3.1 Related Work

In 1999, Hoffstein, Lieman and Silverman [52] introduced Polynomial Authentication

and Signature Scheme (PASS) based on the hardness of recovering a constrained

polynomial from a small number of evaluations of this polynomial. A later version of

PASS, called PASS2, was proposed by Hoffstein and Silverman [58]. Compared with

PASS, PASS2 reduces the computation and communication costs. Similar to all other

“ancient” lattice based signatures such as GGHSign [45] and NTRUSign [51], PASS2

suffers from a kind of transcript attacks known as learn a parallelepiped [80, 35], which
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essentially exploits the fact that the distribution of signatures leaks information of signing

key. To decouple the signature from the signing key, Hoffstein et al. [53] adopted the

celebrated rejection sampling technique from [71] and presented a revised version of

PASS2, which is called PASSRS . As a candidate of practical post-quantum signature

schemes, the security of PASSRS is based on a special hard problem known as partial

Fourier recovery. This problem requires recovery of a ring element with small norm

given an incomplete description of its Chinese remainder representation. Despite there

is no known reduction from lattice-based hard problems to the partial Fourier recovery

problem, [53] shows that this problem and the Short Integer Solution (SIS) problem are

related in some kind. By assuming the average-case hardness of a special SIS problem

which is called Vandermonde-SIS, the security of PASSRS is said to rely on the hardness of

Vandermonde-SIS. However, no security reduction between PASSRS and Vandermonde-

SIS is provided in [53].

In terms of practicality, PASSRS is efficient in that it enables fast signing and verification

operations through number theoretic transform (NTT). A major obstacle from deployment

remains the size of the signatures, compared to other lattice-based candidates [31, 40, 33,

57]. In Chapter 4, we present PASSG, an efficient lattice-based signature scheme based on

PASSRS that provides provable security along with more secure parameter sets comparing

with the original PASSRS .

Early candidates of lattice-based signature schemes, such as GGH signature scheme

[45] and NTRU signature [51], lack security proofs and have been broken subsequently

due to the aforementioned transcript attacks.

The seminal work of Gentry Peikert and Vaikuntanathan [43], known as the GPV

framework, opened up a new direction to build secure lattice-based signature schemes.

In this framework, one combines a hash-and-sign paradigm with a pre-image sampling

10



function. The signature schemes obtained through this fashion enjoys a provable security

based on the hardness of the SIS problem.

In the GPV framework, the efficiency of a signature scheme (in terms of both speed and

size) depends heavily on the preimage sampling function and the quality of secret basis

produced by the trapdoor generating function. Improving performance of these functions

becomes the research objective for the following studies [5, 82, 77]. Alwen and Peikert

[5] improves the trapdoor generating function to provide a hard random lattice along with

a relatively shorter basis when comparing with [43]. Peikert [82] provides a parallelizable

algorithm for preimage sampling which improves the efficiency of sampling signatures. To

the best of our knowledge, the most efficient construction following this direction while

admitting a security proof is due to Micciancio and Peikert [77]; while in [34, 40], Prest at

al. give an efficient instantiation using NTRU lattices, known as FALCON.

Besides GPV framework adopting “hash-and-sign” techniques, there are also lattice-

based signature schemes built through Fiat-Shamir heuristics. Lyubashevsky and

Micciancio [74] first presented a lattice-based one-time signature scheme based on the

ring-SIS problem with key size and computation both linear to the security parameter.

This one-time signature scheme can be transformed to a general lattice-based signature

scheme by using the standard hash-tree technique. Based on [74], Lyubashevsky [71] then

proposed a lattice-based interactive identification scheme and converted the scheme into a

signature scheme using Fiat-Shamir heuristics. In the identification scheme, the challenge

string from the verifier is an element in some polynomial ring and the prover only

needs to respond correctly once to the challenge. However, under some circumstances,

the responses from the prover may leak the information about the secret key. So, the

prover needs to abort and restart the whole identification protocol. After transforming the

identification scheme into a signature scheme, even though the signer still needs to perform

abortion during the signing procedure, the signer does not need to output those failure
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attempts. Thus, the abortion will not increase the number of communications between

signer and verifier. This abortion techniques, usually known as rejection sampling, has

flourished modern lattice based signatures. For example, by rejecting the generated

signature to a Gaussian distribution [72] or a Bimodal Gaussian distribution [31], one

is able to reduce both the rejection rate and the size of the signatures. State-of-the-art

following this direction is Dilithium [33], whose hardness is based on the learning with

error problem over modular lattices.

Different from these previous lattice-based signatures schemes, Hoffstein et al. [53]

proposed PASSRS based on the partial Fourier recovery problem. It adopts the same

aborting technique used in [71] to decouple the signature from the secret key. Although the

time efficiency of PASSRS is comparable with BLISS, we note that there are still rooms

for improvement. First of all, PASSRS does not admit a formal reduction proof. Besides,

the size of signatures produced by PASSRS is quite large. Moreover, cryptanalysis has

been developing very rapidly during the past 2 years due to a new model [4] of analyzing

the cost of BKZ 2.0 lattice reduction algorithm [27]. As a consequence, the security level

of the original PASSRS will be significantly reduced. It is fair to say PASSRS may not be

secure if the originally suggested parameters are adopted. To solve these problems, we

apply the rejection sampling technique from [72] to PASSRS to construct a new scheme

known as PASSG. We give a formal reduction proof for our new construction, which

features reduced signature size thanks to the use of rejection sampling. We further provide

several sets of security parameters for our new scheme.

1.4 Lattice-Based (Linkable) Ring Signatures

Ring signature scheme, as a variant of signature schemes, allows a user to sign a

message on behalf of a group users in an anonymous way. In another word, when a

verifier try to verify a ring signature generated on a given group. The verifier will only
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acquire the knowledge that whether the ring signature is generated by a member in the

group without knowing the true identity of the signer. Due to the anonymity provided by

ring signature scheme, it can be applied in scenarios like electronic voting and anonymous

identification where user’s identity should be protected. Linkable ring signature, besides

the property provided by ring signature scheme, has the feature that two signatures sharing

the same signer can be linkable. This feature is actually a balance between anonymity and

accountability. Nowadays, linkable ring signature scheme has becoming an significant

building block used to protect sender privacy in cryptocurrency transaction.

In Section 5.1, we present our new generic constructions of ring signature and linkable

ring signature scheme. Our new generic constructions are based on a building block we

defined as Chameleon hash plus (CH+). We give the specific security proof of our generic

construction and demonstrate that if the underline CH+ satisfies its security requirements,

the (linkable) ring signature scheme will also be secure. We also give instantiations from

both standard lattice, as a proof of concept, and NTRU lattice, as an efficient instantiation.

We implement the latter construction, called (linkable) Raptor, and show that it is almost as

efficient as the classical ring signatures and thus has practical interest. Moreover, prior to

our work, we are not aware of any implementation of lattice-based (linkable) ring signature

schemes.

In Section 5.2, we revisit an existing generic framework of ring signature scheme

proposed by Abe et al. [1] and extend it to its linkable version. Furthermore, considering

in the original paper, security proof only given to concrete examples instead of the generic

construction. We thus present a security proof for the original generic ring signature

scheme and our linkable version. We instantiate our generic linkable ring signature to

its NTRU lattice version and suggest parameters that is secure against quantum attacks.

Comparing with our third work (linkable) Raptor, this lattice-based linkable ring signature

scheme has a smaller signature size and is more efficient than previous work related to
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lattice-based linkable ring signature.

1.4.1 Related Work

The notion of ring signatures was put forth by Rivest, Shamir and Tauman in 2001 [85].

It is a special type of group signature [26, 24] where a signer is able to produce a signature

on behalf of a group of potential signers. Unlike group signatures, there is no central party

to manage group membership nor capable of revealing identity of the generator of the

signature. In a typical use case of ring signatures, each user is associated with a public key

and a group is formed spontaneously by collecting users’ public keys. It is a very attractive

property as it enables anonymity: the signer hides its identity within the group, and there

is no trusted third party that is capable of revocation.

Ring signatures offers very strong anonymity. In particular, signatures created by the

same signer are unlinkable. Observing that in some real-world applications, such as

electronic voting, unlinkability can be undesirable, Liu, Wei and Wong [67] put forth

the notion of linkable ring signatures. In such a scheme, the identity of the signer remains

anonymous. In the meantime, two signatures created by the same signer can be linked.

The properties of linkability and signer anonymity are very desirable in various

real world applications, including, but not limited to, e-cash, e-voting, and ad-hoc

authentication. For example, in the e-cash scenario, a linkable ring signature allows the

spender to remain anonymous, while making it possible for the bank to identify double

spenders. To date, linkable ring signature has become a mainstream solution to protect

sender privacy in cryptocurrency transaction [81].

All linkable ring signatures deployed in practice are based on number-theoretic

assumptions and thus vulnerable to quantum computers [89]. Even though quantum

computers are still in their infancy, many believed that general purpose quantum computers
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will inevitably arrive, by when the exiting classical ring signatures will lose their

anonymity and/or unforgeability.

Lattice-based cryptography is one of the most promising families of candidates [78]

to the quantum apocalypse. To date, there exist a number of lattice-based ring signature

schemes and lattice-based linkable ring signature schemes [21, 75, 64, 38, 93, 13]. While

some of them are asymptotically efficient, they are hardly practical. In particular, to the

best of our knowledge, none of these constructions come with an implementation.

Classical ring signatures We review the existing constructions of (linkable) ring

signatures. The generic construction introduced by Rivest, Shamir and Tauman [85]

in 2001 (RST). This generic construction is based on one-way trapdoor permutations

along with a block cipher. It can be instantiated from the RSA assumption. In 2004,

Abe, Ohkubo and Suzuku [1] (AOS) proposed a new generic construction which allows

discrete-log type of keys. This generic construction can make use of hash-and-sign

signature or any three-move sigma-protocol-based signature. It can be instantiated from

RSA or discrete-log assumptions. Both of the RST and AOS constructions are secure in

the random oracle model and the signature sizes are linear to the ring size. To achieve

the security in standard model, Bender, Katz and Morselli [16] (BKM) presented a ring

signature scheme which adopts a public-key encryption scheme, a signature scheme and

a ZAP protocol for any language in NP [37]. Even though BKM construction is secure

in standard model, the signature size is still linear in the number of group members and

the generic ZAPs are quite impractical. Shacham and Waters [87] then proposed a more

efficient linear-size ring signature scheme without random oracle from bilinear pairing.

To reduce the signature size, Dodis et al. proposed the first ring signature scheme with

constant signature size in 2004 [30]. It relies on accumulator with one-way domain and

is secure in the random oracle model. The first ring signature with sub-linear without
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random oracle model is due to Chandran, Groth and Sahai [25]. This scheme has signature

size O(
p
`) where ` is the number of users in the ring. All of the above sub-linear size

constructions are secure in the common reference string model which requires a trusted

setup. The first sub-linear ring signatures without relying on a trusted setup is due to Groth

and Kohlweiss [47]. It features logarithmic size signature and is secure in the random

oracle model.

Classical linkable ring signatures Since the first proposal of linkable ring signature

[67], a sequence of work [95, 7, 66, 92] which provides different features has been

proposed. In 2005, Tsang and Wei [95] extends the generic ring signature introduced

by Dodis et al. [30] to a linkable version, which also feature constant signature size and

is secure in the random oracle model. Au et al. [7] presented a new security model for

linkable ring signatures and a new short linkable ring signature scheme that is secure in

this strengthened model. In 2014, Liu et al. [66] presented the first linkable ring signature

scheme achieving unconditional anonymity. Sun et al. [92] proposed a new generic

linkable ring signature to construct RingCT 2.0 for Monero. There are also schemes with

special properties such as identity-based linkable ring signatures [94, 9] and certificate-

based linkable ring signatures [8].

Lattice-based ring signatures For ring signatures in the lattice setting, Brakerski and

Kalai [21] proposed a generic ring signature scheme in the standard model. This generic

construction is based on a new primitive called ring trapdoor functions. They instantiated

this function based on the inhomogeneous short integer solution problem (ISIS). However,

the resulting scheme is only secure under a weak definition. To achieve full security,

an inefficient transformation is needed. Melchor et al. [75] transforms Lyubashevsky’s

lattice-based signature [72] into a ring signature. As the authors pointed out themselves,

their scheme is “pretty unpractical”. In 2016, Libert et al. [64] presented a lattice-based
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accumulator. With the accumulator and a lattice-based zero-knowledge proof system, they

build a ring signature scheme that features logarithmic signature size. However, the zero-

knowledge arguments applied in the accumulator is very inefficient. The state-of-the-art

is the lattice-based ring signature scheme proposed by Esgin et al. [38]. They adapt the

efficient one-out-of-many proof [47, 20] to build a lattice-based ring signature scheme.

Same as [64], [38] is also a logarithmic size ring signature scheme and is secure in the

random oracle model.

Lattice-based linkable ring signatures The first lattice-based linkable ring signature

scheme was proposed by Torres et al. in 2018 [93]. It can be seen and instantiation

of the AOS framework from the lattice-based BLISS signature [31], with adaption to

introduce linkability. The signature size is linear to the number of members in the ring

and is reported to be 51 KB per ring member. In the same year, Baum, Lin and Oechsner

[13] construct another lattice-based linkable ring signature scheme following a very similar

ideal to [93]. The signature size for [13] is claimed to be around 10.3KB per user. The

main difference between these two work is the way to achieve linkability. We are not

aware of any implementation of these work.

In terms of performance, lattice-based (linkable) ring signatures [75, 93, 13] are all

based on the lattice-based sigma-protocol-based signature and thus involve additional

overhead in the form of rejection sampling which affects the performance of the signature

scheme. As mentioned above, the inefficiency of the underlying zero-knowledge proof

system makes [64] quite impractical. It is fair to say constructing linkable ring signatures

from lattices (even with linear signature size) is non-trivial. Common framework such

as AOS does not give concrete security proof; and the RST framework relies on one-

way trapdoor permutation of which no lattice-based realization is known. In Section

5.1, we present a practical and efficient lattice-based (linkable) ring signature scheme
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and implement it on a typical laptop. We also provide the performance comparison with

previous related works. In Section 5.2 we revisit the generic framework of ring signatures

based on the Type-H signatures presented in AOS framework and prove the security of the

generic construction in a strengthened model. We also instantiate AOS framework to its

linkable version and give its NTRU lattice-based instantiation.
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Chapter 2

Preliminary

2.1 Notation

Elements in Zq are represented by integers in [� q
2 ,

q
2). We use cyclotomic polynomial

rings Rq = Zq[x]/(xn + 1) with n being a power of 2 and q being a prime. An

element a 2 Rq is represented as a polynomial a = a0 + a1x + a2x2 + · · · + an�1xn�1

with coefficients ai 2 Zq. We can also use vector [a0, a1, a2, · · · , an�1]T to represent

polynomial a. Thus, column vectors and elements in Rq are denoted by lower-case bold

letters (e.g. x). Matrices are denoted by upper-case bold letters (e.g. X). We use x̂ to

denote a column vector with entries from the ring.

In Chapter 4, we use ? to denote the multiplication on Rq and � to denote component-

wise multiplication of vectors. Assume q is a prime number and congruent to 1 mod 2n.

For any � with gcd(�, q) = 1, Fermat’s little theorem says �q�1 = 1 (mod q). Since

q = rn + 1, we have �rn = 1 mod q. We can define a ring homomorphism mapping

f ! f(�r) for any f 2 Rq. For any f1, f2 2 Rq,

(f1 + f2)(�
r) = f1(�

r) + f2(�
r) and (f1 ? f2)(�

r) = f1(�
r)� f2(�

r)

We define the exclusive-or operation of two matrix X
(1) 2 Zn⇥m

q and X
(2) 2 Zn⇥m

q ,
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X
(1) �X

(2), as:

2

64
bq(x

(1)
11 )� bq(x

(2)
11 ) · · · bq(x

(1)
1m)� bq(x

(2)
1m)

... . . . ...
bq(x

(1)
n1 )� bq(x

(2)
n1 ) · · · bq(x

(1)
nm)� bq(x

(2)
nm)

3

75

where bq(x) means that transform a value x 2 Zq to its binary representation. bq(.) can be

efficiently computed.

For distribution D, x  D means sampling x according to distribution D. For set S,

x $ S means that x is chosen uniformly at random from S. kvk1 is the `1 norm of vector

v and kvk is the `2 norm of v.

The continuous normal distribution over Rn centered at v with standard deviation � is

defined as ⇢nv,�(x) = ( 1p
2⇡�2

)ne
�kx�vk2

2�2 . For simplicity, when v is the zero vector, we use

⇢n�(x).

The discrete normal distribution over Zn centered at v 2 Zn with standard deviation �

is defined as Dn
v,�(x) =

⇢nv,�(x)

⇢nv,�(Zn) .

Lemma 2.1.1 (Rejection Sampling [31]) Let V be an arbitrary set, and h : V ! R and

f : Zm ! R be probability distributions. If gv : Zm ! R is a family of probability

distribution indexed by all v 2 V with the property that

9M 2 R such that 8v 2 V, 8z 2 Zm,Pr[M · gv(z) � f(z)] � 1� ".

Then the output distribution of the following algorithm A:

1. v  h

2. z gv
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3. output (z, v) with probability min
⇣

f(z)
M ·gv(z) , 1

⌘

is within statistical distance "
M of the output distribution of the following algorithm F:

1. v  h

2. z f

3. output (z, v) with probability 1
M

The probability of algorithm A output something is at least 1�"
M .

2.2 Lattice-Based Cryptography

2.2.1 Lattices and Hardness Assumptions

A lattice in m-dimension Euclidean space Rm is a discrete set

⇤(b1, · · · ,bn) =

(
nX

i=1

xibi|xi 2 Z
)

of all integral combinations of n linear independent vectors b1, · · · , bn in Rm (m  n).

We call matrix B = [b1, · · · ,bn] 2 Rm⇥n a basis of lattice ⇤. Using matrix notation, a

lattice can be defined as ⇤(B) = {Bx|x 2 Zn}.

Fig.2.1 shows a 2-dimensional example. Both (b1,b2) and (b01,b
0
2) are basis for this

lattice.

The discrete Gaussian distribution of a lattice ⇤, parameter s and center v is defined as

D⇤,v,s(x) =
⇢v,s(x)
⇢v,s(⇤)

.

Definition 2.2.1 Let m � n � 1 and q � 2. For arbitrary matrix A 2 Zn⇥m
q and vector
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Figure 2.1: A lattice in R2

u 2 Zn
q define m-dimensional full-rank integer lattices and its shift:

⇤?(A) = {z 2 Zm : Az = 0 mod q},

⇤?u (A) = {z 2 Zm : Az = u mod q}.

Short Integer Solution (SIS) problem and Inhomogeneous Short Integer Solution (ISIS)

problem are two average-case hard problems frequently used in lattice-based cryptography

constructions.

Definition 2.2.2 (SISq,n,m,� problem) Given a uniformly chosen matrix A 2 Zn⇥m
q , find

x 2 ⇤?(A) and 0 < kxk  �.

Definition 2.2.3 (ISISq,n,m,� problem) Given a uniformly chosen matrix A 2 Zn⇥m
q and

vector u 2 Zn
q , find x 2 ⇤?u (A) and 0 < kxk  �.

According to [43], if q � !(
p
n log n)� and m, � = poly(n), then SISq,n,m,� and

ISISq,n,m,� is at least as hard as a standard worst-case lattice problem SIVP� (Shortest
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Independent Vector Problem) with � = �Õ(
p
n). Similarly, R-SIS (R-ISIS) problems are

defined as an analogue of SIS (ISIS) problem in ideal lattices.

Definition 2.2.4 (R-SISq,m,� problem) Given a uniformly chosen vector â 2 Rm
q , find

x̂ 2 Rm such that âT · x̂ = 0 and 0 < kx̂k  �.

Definition 2.2.5 (R-ISISq,m,� problem) Given a uniformly chosen vector â 2 Rm
q and a

ring element u 2 Rq, find x̂ 2 Rm such that âT · x̂ = u and 0 < kx̂k  �.

The R-SIS problem was concurrently introduced in [83, 73]. According to [73], the

R-SISq,m,� is as hard as the SVP� (Shortest Vector Problem) for � = Õ(n�) in all lattice

that are ideals in R if R = Z[x]/(xn + 1), where n is a power of 2.

Definition 2.2.6 (NTRU assumption) Let a = g/f over Rq where kf ,gk1 is bounded by

some parameter � < q. The NTRU assumption says it is hard to distinguish a from a

uniformly random element from Rq.

Over the years, there has been a few different versions of the NTRU assumption

[56, 91, 68]. Here we use a decisional version that is most convenient for our proof.

Note that this assumption holds as long as GapSVP problem is hard for NTRU lattices.

Lemma 2.2.1 ([72]Lemma 3.3) 1. For any k > 0, Pr[kzk > k�
p
n; z  Dn

� ] <

kne
n

2 (1�k
2).

2. For any z 2 Zn, and � � 3/
p
2⇡, Dn

�(z)  2�n.

3. For any vector v 2 Rn and any �, r > 0, we have: Pr[|hz,vi| > r; z  Dn
� ] 

2 exp(� r2

2kvk2�2 )

4. For any positive real number s > 0, we have Prx Dm
s
[kxk  2

p
ms] � 1� 2�m.
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2.2.2 Preimage Sampleable Functions and FALCON

Generating a ‘hard’ public basis A (chosen at random from some appropriate

distribution) of some lattice ⇤, together with a ‘good’ trapdoor basis T has been studied

since the work of Ajtai [2]. In 2008, Gentry, Peikert and Vaikuntanathan [44] construct a

preimage sampleable function using the ‘hard’ public basis and trapdoor basis, and apply

it as a building block to lattice-based signature schemes. This celebrated work (referred to

as the GPV framework) is followed by a sequence of improvements. Alwen and Peikert

[5] is able to generate a shorter trapdoor, compared to [44]; while Peikert [82] provides

a parallelizable algorithm to sample preimages. To the best of our knowledge, the most

efficient construction following this direction while maintaining a security proof is due to

Micciancio and Peikert [77]. Here we re-state one of their results.

Theorem 2.2.1 ([77], Theorem 5.1) There exists an efficient algorithm GenBasis (1n, 1m,

q) that given any integers n  1, q  2, and sufficiently large m = O(n log q), outputs

a parity-check matrix A 2 Zn⇥m
q and a ‘trapdoor’ T such that the distribution of A

is negl(n)-far from uniform. Moreover, there is an efficient algorithm PreSample. With

overwhelming probability over all random choices, for any u 2 Zn
q and large enough

s = O(
p
n log q), PreSample(A, T, u, s) samples from a distribution within negl(n)

statistical distance of D⇤?
u (A),s·!(

p
logn).

On the other hand, the most efficient GPV construction in practice is due to Prest at

al. [34, 40] using NTRU lattices [56]. The corresponding signature scheme is named

FALCON [40].

FALCON is a candidate lattice-based signature scheme to the NIST post-quantum

standardization process [78]. It is the resurrection of NTRUSign [51] with the

aforementioned GPV framework for transcript security [44, 34], and a fast Fourier

sampling for efficiency [36]. It is by far the most practical candidates among all submitted
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proposals, in terms of the combined sizes of public keys and signatures; and the only

solution that provides a preimage sampleable function. In terms of security,

• FALCON stems from the provable secure GPV construction [43], under the

(quantum) random oracle model [18];

• although the parameters in FALCON does not support GPV’s security proof, they are

robust against best known attacks1.

The high level description of FALCON is in Section 2.4.2.

2.3 Ad Hoc Anonymous Identification Scheme

An ad hoc anonymous identification scheme consists of four efficient algorithms,

namely, Setup, Register, Pr, Vf, where:

• Setup(1�). On input a security parameter 1�, this algorithm generates the system’s

parameter param. We assume param is an implicit input to all the algorithms listed

below.

• Register(I). This algorithm allows users to register with the system. On input a new

user identity, I, this algorithm outputs the corresponding user secret key skI .

• Pr(skI)
LI ! Vf(Lsk). This is the interactive identification protocol runs between

PPT Pr and Vf. The common inputs to the algorithms are a list of user identities

LI := {I1, I2, . . ., I`} and the list of corresponding secret key Lsk := {skI1 , skI2 ,

. . ., skI`}. Upon successful completion of the protocol, Vf outputs 0/1 to indicate

rejection or acceptance.

1 In practical lattice-based cryptography, it is common to derive parameters from best known attacks other
than security proofs. For example, see [4, 3].
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Typically, the identification system consists of one server (verifier) and a number of

users (provers). Algorithm Setup is usually executed by the server. Register could be

initiated by the server or a user, depending on the application scenario. When a user wishes

to identify anonymously to the server, the two parties engage in an interactive identification

protocol where Pr and Vf will be executed by the user and the server respectively. We note

that the common input LI can be chosen by either the server or the user, depending on the

application scenario.

Correctness. We required that an honest verifier will always accept the identification

from an honest prover. More formally, we require that the quantity

Pr

2

6666664

param Setup(1�)
skIi  Register(Ii)

for i = 1 to n
LI := {I1, . . . , In}

Lsk := {skI1 , . . . , skIn}
skI

R � Lsk

������������

Pr(skI)
LI ! Vf(Lsk)! 1

3

7777775

is greater than or equal to 1� negl(�).

2.3.1 Security Requirements

We consider two security requirements for an ad hoc anonymous identification scheme,

namely, anonymity and soundness. In this subsection, we formalize these requirements as

games between a challenger and an attacker.

Anonymity

To define the anonymity of an ad hoc anonymous identification scheme, we define the

following game, denoted as Gameanon, between a challenger C and an adversary A.

Setup. Challenger C runs Setup with security parameter 1� and generates system
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parameter param. Then C sends param to adversary A.

Challenge. A sends a list of identity-key pairs {(Ji, skJi
)}`i=1 to C. A further specifies

two identities I0, I1 such that I0 = Jx and I1 = Jy for some x, y 2 {1, . . . , `}.

We use skI0 (resp. skI1) to denote skJx
(resp. skJy

). Define L⇤I to be {Ji}`j=1 and

L⇤sk := {skJi
}`i=1.

Then C flips a fair coin b 2 {0, 1} and invokes ⇡⇤  [Pr(skIb)
L⇤

I ! Vf(L⇤sk)]. The

resulting transcript, ⇡⇤, is given to A.

Guess. Finally, A outputs a bit b0. We say that A wins Gameanon if b = b0.

The advantage of A, advA,anon, is defined as the probability that it wins the above game

minus 1
2 .

Definition 2.3.1 An ad hoc anonymous identification scheme is said to offer anonymity if

for any adversary A, the advantage advA,anon in the above game is negligible.

In the above definition, A is not computationally bounded. In other words, a scheme

satisfying Definition 2.3.1 offers unconditional anonymity. We also note that the above

game allows the adversary to present maliciously chosen keys (i.e., keys that do not follow

the distribution of algorithm Register). In other words, anonymity has to be preserved even

when the keys are not properly chosen.

Soundness

Soundness of ad hoc anonymous identification scheme captures the requirement that a

user without a legitimate secret key for an identity in the list of authenticating users should

be rejected in an identification protocol by the verifier. We introduce Gamesec between a

challenger C and an attacker A to formally capture this intuition. The goal of A in the

game is to prove his identity without valid user ID and secret key pair (I, sk).
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Setup. Challenger C runs Setup with security parameter 1� and generates system

parameter param. Then C sends param to adversary A. C maintains two lists,

namely, the list of honest users (LH) and corrupted users (LC).

Query. A can issue three types of queries in an adaptive manner.

• Register(I,!). A can issue Register-queries to C to introduce users into the

system. If ! =?, C invokes Register on input I and obtains skI . I is added to

LH . Otherwise, C sets skI := ! adds I to LC .

• Corrupt(I). A submits a user identity I. If I is included in LH , C returns to

A the corresponding skI and moves I from LH to LC .

• Trans(I,LI). A chooses a set of users LI ⇢ LC [ LH and a user I 2 LI to

obtain an identification transcript. C first collects the corresponding user secret

key Lsk := {skI |I 2 LI}. Next, it executes ⇡  [Pr(skI)
LI ! Vf(Lsk)] and

returns ⇡ to A.

Challenge. A chooses a set of user identities L⇤ ⇢ LH on which it wishes to be

challenged. C parses L⇤sk := {skI |I 2 L⇤}. Next, C plays the role of the verifier

with input (L⇤,L⇤sk) with A acting as a prover. We says that A wins the game if and

only if

A L⇤

 ! Vf(L⇤sk)! 1

The advantage of A, advA,sec, is defined as the probability that it wins the above game.

Definition 2.3.2 An ad hoc anonymous identification scheme is sound if for any PPT

adversary A the advantage advA,sec is negligible .

We would like to remark that our definitions (Definition 2.3.1 and Definition 2.3.2)
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only allow the attacker to passively eavesdrop the communications. We note that this is a

common security requirement for identification protocols as in [30]. One possible reason

is that in most cases, the constructions are ⌃-protocol that will be converted generically

to its non-interactive form in which the generic construction requires the identification

protocol to be passively sound. However, we shall see in Chapter 3 that our protocol is not

a ⌃-protocol. The implication of the choice this security definition will be discussed after

we present our construction.

2.4 Digital Signature Scheme

A digital signature scheme consists of three algorithms, namely, KeyGen, Signing,

Verification, described as follows.

• KeyGen(1�) ! (sk, pk): This key generation algorithm generates private signing

key sk and public verification key pk.

• Signing(sk, µ)! �: On input signing key sk and message µ, the signing algorithm

outputs signature � on µ.

• Verification(µ, �, pk)! accept/reject: On input message µ, signature � and

verification key pk, the verification algorithm outputs accept if � is a signature on µ.

otherwise, it outputs reject.

Security of a digital signature scheme can be defined by a Game held between a

challenger C and a probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A. Game consists of three

phases, namely, Setup, Query and Output.

• Setup. The challenger C runs KeyGen algorithm and obtains private signing key

and public verification key pair (sk, pk). C sends verification key pk to the forger A.
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• Query. Adversary A sends message µi to challenger C. C signs µi using sk and

returns the corresponding signature �i to A. Adversary A repeats the process n

times where n is polynomial in � and finally obtains a list of message and signature

pair ((µ1, �1),(µ2, �2),· · · ,(µn, �n)).

• Output. The adversary A outputs a forgery (µ⇤, �⇤). A wins Game if

(Verification(µ⇤, �⇤, pk)! accept)^((µ⇤, �⇤) /2 {(µ1, �1), (µ2, �2), · · · , (µn, �n)}).

Definition 2.4.1 A signature scheme (KeyGen, Signing, Verification) is said to be strong

unforgeable if for any polynomial-time adversary A, the probability of A winning Game

is negligible.

2.4.1 One-Time Signature Scheme

A digital signature scheme is said to be one-time secure if it satisfies following

definition,

Definition 2.4.2 A signature scheme (KeyGen, Signing, Verification) is said to be one-

time secure if for any polynomial-time adversary A, the probability of A winning Game⇤

is negligible.

Game⇤ consists of three phases, namely, Setup, Query and Output.

• Setup. The challenger C runs KeyGen algorithm and obtains private signing key

and public verification key pair (sk, pk). C sends verification key pk to the forger A.

• Query. Adversary A sends one message µ to challenger C. C signs µ using sk and

returns the corresponding signature � to A. Adversary A obtains a message and

signature pair (µ, �).
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• Output. The adversary A outputs a forgery (µ⇤, �⇤). A wins Game if

(Verification(µ⇤, �⇤, pk)! accept) ^ ((µ⇤, �⇤) 6= (µ, �).

2.4.2 FALCON Signature Scheme

This section gives the high level description of FALCON signature scheme. The detail

of the scheme can be found in [40]. Here we assume the signature scheme works over a

polynomial ring Rq := Zq[x]/(xn + 1).

• FALCON.KeyGen(1�) ! (a,T): this algorithm takes security parameter 1� as

input and chooses random f and g polynomials (f ,g 2 Rq) using an appropriate

distribution. The public key will be set as a = g/f and the secret key T :=


f g

f̄ ḡ

�

is the trapdoor of a. f̄ and ḡ satisfy f ḡ�gf̄ = q mod (xn+1) and f , g, f̄ ḡ should

be short.

• FALCON.Sign(a,T;µ) ! (r0, r1): the signing algorithm first hashing the message

µ into a polynomial c 2 Rq. Then it uses the short trapdoor T to produce a pair of

short polynomials (r0, r1) such that r0 + ar1 = c.

• FALCON.Verify(a, (r0, r1), µ) ! 0/1: this algorithm verifies that (r0, r1) is a pair

of appropriately short polynomials and c = r0+ar1 where c is the hash of message

µ. If all pass, output 1; otherwise, output 0.

2.5 Ring Signature Scheme

In this section, we are going to give the syntax and security models for ring signatures.
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2.5.1 Syntax

A ring signature scheme usually is a tuple of four algorithms (Setup, KeyGen, Signing,

Verify):

• Setup(1�)! param: On input security parameter 1�, this algorithm generates

system parameter param. We assume param is an implicit input to all the algorithms

listed below.

• KeyGen! (sk, pk): By taking system parameter param, this key generation

algorithm generates a private signing key sk and a public verification key pk.

• Signing(sk, µ, Lpk) ! �: On input message µ, a list of user public keys Lpk, and

signing key sk of one of the public keys in Lpk, the signing algorithm outputs a ring

signature � on µ.

• Verification(µ, �, Lpk)! accept/reject: On input message µ, signature � and list

of user public keys Lpk, the verification algorithm outputs accept if � is legitimately

created; reject, otherwise.

Correctness: the scheme is correct if signatures generated according to above specification

are always accepted during verification.

2.5.2 Security Notions

The security requirements for a ring signature scheme have two aspects: unforgeability

and anonymity. Before presenting their definitions, we first introduce the following oracles

which can be used by adversaries in breaking the security of ring signature schemes:

• Registration Oracle RO(?) ! pki: On request, RO generates a new user and

returns the public key of the new user.
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• Corruption Oracle CO(pki) ! ski: On input a user public key pki that is a query

output of RO, CO returns corresponding secret key ski.

• Signing Oracle SO(µ, Lpk, pk⇡) ! �: On input a list of user public keys Lpk,

message µ and the public key of the signer pk⇡ 2 Lpk, SO returns a valid signature

� on µ and Lpk.

Unforgeability

The unforgeability of a ring signature scheme is defined via the following game, denoted

by Gameforge, between an adversary A and a challenger C.

• Setup. The challenger C runs Setup with security parameter 1� and generates system

parameter param. C sends param to A.

• Query. The adversary A may query RO, CO and SO for a polynomial bounded

number of times in an adaptive manner.

• Output. The adversary A outputs a forgery (µ⇤, �⇤, L⇤pk). A wins Gameforge if

– Verification(µ⇤, �⇤, L⇤pk) = accept;

– (µ⇤, L⇤pk) has not been queried by A;

– all public keys in L⇤pk should be outputs of RO; and

– no public key in L⇤pk has been input to CO.

The advantage of A, denoted by adv
forge
A , is defined by the probability that A wins

Gameforge:

adv
forge
A = Pr[A wins Gameforge]
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Definition 1 (Unforgeability) A ring signature scheme (KeyGen, Signing, Verification)

is said to be unforgeable if for any polynomial-time adversary A, advforge
A is negligible.

Anonymity

For a ring signature scheme, this notion captures that it is impossible for an adversary

to identify the actual signer with probability greater than 1
n where n is the size of the

ring. More specifically, the anonymity of a ring signature scheme can be defined by the

following game, denoted by Gameanon, between adversary A and challenger C:

• Setup. The challenger C runs Setup with security parameter 1� and sends the system

parameter param to A.

• Query. The adversary A may query RO and CO in an adaptive manner.

• Challenge. A picks a list of user public keys Lpk = {pk1,pk2, · · · ,pkn} and a

message µ. A sends (Lpk, µ) to C. C randomly picks ⇡ 2 {1, · · · , n} and runs

Signing(sk⇡,µ,Lpk)! �. C sends � to A.

• Output. A outputs a guess ⇡⇤ 2 {1, · · · , n}.

A wins Gameanon if ⇡⇤ = ⇡. The advantage of A is defined by

adv
anon
A = |Pr[⇡⇤ = ⇡]� 1

n
|.

Definition 2 (Anonymity) A ring signature scheme (KeyGen, Signing, Verification) is

said to be anonymous (resp. unconditionally anonymous) if for any polynomial-time

adversary (resp. unbounded adversary) A, advanon
A is negligible.
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2.6 Linkable Ring Signature Scheme

In this section, we are going to present the syntax and security requirements of linkable

ring signatures. We emphasize that the linkable ring signature here is one-time linkable

ring signature and the public key for a signer is only supposed to use once.

2.6.1 Syntax

A linkable ring signature scheme usually consists of five algorithms, namely, (Setup,

KeyGen, Signing, Verification, Link):

• Setup(1�)! param: On input the security parameter 1�, this algorithm generates the

system parameter param. We assume param is an implicit input to all the algorithms

listed below.

• KeyGen! (sk, pk): By taking the system parameter param, this key generation

algorithm generates a private signing key sk and a public verification key pk.

• Signing(sk, µ, Lpk)! �: On input a message µ, a list of user public keys Lpk, and a

signing key sk of one of the public keys in Lpk, the signing algorithm outputs a ring

signature � on µ.

• Verification(µ, �, Lpk)! accept/reject: On input a message µ, a signature � and

a list of user public keys Lpk, the verification algorithm outputs accept if � is

legitimately created. otherwise, output reject.

• Link (�1, �2, µ1, µ2, L(1)
pk , L(2)

pk )! linked/unlinked: Takes two messages µ1, µ2

and their signatures �1 and �2 as input, output linked or unlinked.

Correctness: the scheme is correct if

• signatures signed as above is always accepted during verification; and
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• two legally signed signatures are linked if and only if they share a same signer.

2.6.2 Security Notions

The security of a linkable ring signature should have four aspects, namely,

unforgeability, anonymity, linkability and nonslanderability. Same as the security notions

for ring signatures, there are also three oracles, namely, RO, CO and SO jointly model

the ability of an adversary:

The security definition of unforgeability for linkable ring signatures remains the same

as in section 2.5.2. The definitions of anonymity, linkability and nonslanderability are

adopted from Liu et al. [66].

Anonymity

We require that, for a secure linkable ring signature scheme, it should be impossible for

an adversary to identify the actual signer with probability greater than 1
n where n is the

size of the ring. More specifically, the anonymity of a linkable ring signature scheme can

be defined by the following game, Game⇤anon, held between adversary A and challenger C.

The difference between Game⇤anon and Gameanon is that, in Game⇤anon, A is only allowed to

query register oracle RO.

• Setup. The challenger C runs Setup with security parameter 1� and sends the system

parameter param to A.

• Query. The adversary A may query RO in an adaptive manner.

• Challenge. A picks a list of user public keys Lpk = {pk1, pk2, · · · , pkn} and a

message µ. All public keys in Lpk should be query outputs of RO. A sends (Lpk, µ)

to C. C randomly picks ⇡ 2 {1, · · · , n} and runs Signing(sk⇡, µ, Lpk)! �. C sends

� to A.
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• Output. A outputs a guess ⇡⇤ 2 {1, · · · , n}.

A wins Game⇤anon if ⇡⇤ = ⇡. The advantage of A is defined by

adv
anon
A = |Pr[⇡⇤ = ⇡]� 1

n
|.

Definition 3 (Anonymity) A linkable ring signature scheme is said to be anonymous

(resp. unconditionally anonymous) if for any polynomial-time adversary (resp. unbounded

adversary) A, advanon
A is negligible.

Linkability

This notion captures that Link algorithm always outputs linked for two signatures

generated by a same signer. We use the following game, Gamelink, between a challenger C

and an adversary A to define linkability:

• Setup. The challenger C runs Setup and gives A system parameter param.

• Query. The adversary A is given access to RO, CO, SO and may query the oracles

in an adaptive manner.

• Output. A outputs k sets, {L(i)
pk , µi, �i} for i 2 [1, · · · , k], where L(i)

pk is a list of

public keys, µi is message, �i is signature.

A wins the game if

• all �is are not query output of SO;

• all public keys in L(i)
pk are query output of RO;

• Verification(µi, �i,L
(i)
pk ) = Accept ;

• A queried CO less than k times; and
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• Link(�i, �j , µi, µj , L
(i)
pk , L(j)

pk ) = unlinked for i, j 2 [1, · · · , k] and i 6= j.

The advantage of A is defined by the probability A wins Gamelink:

adv
link
A = Pr[A wins Gamelink]

Definition 2.6.1 (Linkability) A linkable ring signature scheme is linkable if for any

polynomial-time adversary A, advlink
A is negligible.

Nonslanderability

The nonslanderability requires that a signer cannot frame other honest signers for

generating a signature linked with another signature not signed by the signer. We use the

following game, Gameslander, to define the nonslanderability of a linkable ring signature

scheme:

• Setup. The challenger C runs Setup and gives A system parameter param.

• Query. The adversary A is given access to RO, CO, SO and may query the oracles

in an adaptive manner.

• Challenge. A gives C a list of public keys Lpk, a message µ and a public key

pk⇡ 2 Lpk. C runs Signing(sk, µ, Lpk) and returns the corresponding signature �

to A. A still can queries oracles with arbitrary interleaving.

• Output. A outputs a list of public keys L⇤pk, message µ⇤, and a signature �⇤.

A wins Gameslander if the following holds:

• Verification(µ⇤, �⇤,L⇤pk) = accept;

• pk⇡ is not queried by A to CO;

• pk⇡ is not queried by A as an insider to SO; and
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• Link(�, �⇤, µ, µ⇤) = linked.

The advantage of A is defined by:

adv
slander
A = Pr[A wins Gameslander]

Definition 2.6.2 (Nonslanderability) A linkable ring signature scheme is nonsladerable

if for any polynomial-time adversary A, advslander
A is negligible.

Theorem 2.6.1 [[10], Sec 3.2] If a linkable ring signature scheme is linkable and

nonslanderable, it is also unforgeable.
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Chapter 3

Anonymous Identification for Ad Hoc
Group

In this chapter, we propose a conceptually simple and efficient approach to construct

an ad hoc anonymous identification scheme. Specifically, we make the following

contributions.

• We formalize the notion of symmetric-key based anonymous identifications for ad

hoc group and develop security models to capture security requirements.

• We introduce a conceptually simple approach based on program obfuscation and

a concrete construction of this primitive. We prove that our proposal satisfies the

security definitions.

• We conduct empirical analysis on the efficiency of our proposal and show that our

system out-perform existing solutions in practical settings.

3.1 Overview

As mentioned above, we use obfuscation in our scheme to achieve security. Informally,

an obfuscator O is an efficient and probabilistic “compiler” that transforms a program
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P into a new program O(P ) which still has the same functionality with P and reveals

no secrets that may be used by P . This techniques can be very useful and with wide

applications, for example, to prevent tampering or protect copyright a software developer

needs obfuscation to hide secrets in the code while maintaining its functionality.

The theoretical investigation of obfuscation was initiated by Barak et al. [12] in

which they discovered several impossibility results. The first positive results in program

obfuscation was presented by Lynn, Prabhakaran and Sahai [70]. Before this, none of

the proposed program obfuscation schemes had proven its security properties. In [70],

several provably-secure obfuscation techniques were presented in the random oracle model

including the obfuscation of multi-point functions.

Assume each user is represented by a unique user identity, I, and that he/she shares a

secret key, skI , with the verifier. Define a function gL(·) such that

gL(skI) =

⇢
1 if skI 2 L
0 otherwise

At an abstract level, an identification for ad hoc group in the symmetric key setting is

a mechanism that realises a multi-point function. Specifically, the server specifies L and

accept an identification from a user if and only if gL(sk) = 1.

We further define a function fL,�(·) as fL,�(x) 7! gL(x)⇤�. Now fL,�(·) is a multi-input

multi-bit output point function. Below we outline our idea in constructing an anonymous

identification for ad hoc group in the symmetric key setting based on function fL,� . As

a warm-up, we first give a construction that possesses anonymity but not soundness. The

warm-up construction is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Note that the construction is trivially

anonymous, since the output of all legitimate users in the list L is indistinguishable. The

same can be said for users not in the list. However, one challenge remains. In the above
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Prover Verifier

�
R � {0, 1}⇤

Choose user list L
fL,�(·) ���� Construct function fL,�(·)

�0 = fL,�(sk)

�0

������! If �0 = �, output 1
Otherwise, output 0

Figure 3.1: Warm-up construction

protocol, there is no mechanism to prevent an attacker from reading the value � from the

implementation of function fL,� and returns � to authenticate without the need to use a

secret key.

To tackle this challenge, we observe that it suffices if fL,� can be implemented as a

black-box. So, for the security of our scheme, we need to turn the function fL,� into a

black box which means no one can get any useful information by reading code after the

transition. In our scheme, we use obfuscation to obfuscate function fL,� and turn fL,� into

a black box. Looking ahead, the anonymity of our scheme is unconditional even in the

situation that obfuscation is broken while soundness is based on whether or not we can

implement function fL,� as a black box. This requirement is equivalent to the obfuscation

of a multi-input multi-bit output function of which efficient solution exists in the random

oracle model.

3.2 Our Construction

In this section, we give the details of our scheme.

Setup(1�): On input 1�, the algorithm chooses a hash function R : {0, 1}⇤ !
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{0, 1}2�+s(�), where s(�) is a quantity polynomial in �. Set param as R, which will be

modelled as a random oracle.

Register(I): On input a new user identity, I, the algorithm first compares I with all

the identities stored in its database. If I exists, it returns false and abort. Otherwise, it

randomly generates random bit-string skI 2R {0, 1}�. Then, the tuple (I, skI) is stored in

its database.

Pr(skI)
LI ! Vf(Lsk): The pair of interactive algorithms are to be executed by the

prover and the verifier respectively. The prover and the verifier first agrees on the list of

user identities LI := {I1, I2, . . ., I`}. The anonymous identification protocol between

the prover and the verifier is a two-move protocol:

1. From LI , the verifier obtains the list of corresponding secret keys Lsk := {skI1 ,

skI2 , . . ., skI`} from the database. Then, it picks a random � 2R {0, 1}s(�). The

verifier computes OR(fLsk,�), the obfuscation of the function fLsk,� and sends it to

the prover. Recall that fLsk,� is a multi input multi-bit output point function with the

following specification:

fLsk,�(skI) =

⇢
� if sk 2 Lsk

0 otherwise

Details of OR(fLsk,�) will be discussed in the next paragraph.

2. Upon receiving OR(fLsk,�), the prover evaluates �0 := OR(fLsk,�)(skI). The prover

returns �0 to the verifier if �0 6= 0.

3. The verifier outputs 1 if and only if � = �0. Otherwise, it outputs 0.

Our construction is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Pr Vf

OR(fLsk,�
)

 ��������� �  $ {0, 1}s(�)
Construct OR(fLsk,�)

�0 := OR(fLsk,�)(sk)
�0

���������! If �0 = �, output 1
Otherwise, output 0

Figure 3.2: Our anonymous identification protocol based on obfuscations

Details of OR(fLsk,�) In this paragraph, we discuss an efficient implement of OR(fLsk,�)

using obfuscation of multi-point functions based on the techniques from [70]. The

obfuscation of fLsk,� is constructed as follows.

• Denote by R1(·) the first 2� bits output of R and R2(·) the last s(�) bits of R.

Choose a random � 2R {0, 1}�.

• Parse Lsk as {sk1, . . . , sk`}, where ` = |Lsk|. For i = 1 to `, compute ai =

R1(�, ski), bi = R2(�, ski), ci = � � bi. The obfuscated function OR(fLsk,�) is

defined as (�, {ai, ci}`i=1).

• To evaluate OR(fLsk,�)(x), locate i such that ai = R1(�, x) and outputs ci�R2(�, x).

If i cannot be found, output 0.

Discussions Note that the downlink is of complexity O(`) while the uplink is of constant

complexity. The verifier’s computation is O(`), while that of the prover can be reduced to

O(1) if the list of identities is used to label the values ai’s so that the prover knows exactly

which i should he based his computation on.
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3.3 Analysis

In this section we are going to prove the security of our scheme and give the efficiency

analysis.

3.3.1 Security Analysis

Theorem 3.3.1 Our ad hoc anonymous identification scheme is unconditionally

anonymous according to Definition 2.3.1.

Proof 1 Assume there exists an adversary trying to attack the anonymity of proposed

scheme, the adversary chooses two valid user identity and secret key pairs

(I0, skI0),(I1, skI1). To break the anonymity, the adversary is given the transcript between

Pr and Vf generated from one of the two pairs. The goal of the adversary is to guess

whether (I0, skI0) or (I1, skI1) is used to produce this transcript.

In our scheme, the transcript ⇡ between Pr and Vf consists of the obfuscation of function

fLsk,� and a string �0 which is the output of the obfuscation. If the input secret key of

obfuscated fLsk,� is a valid one, the string �0 should be equal to the string � which is

preselected by Vf and obfuscated in the obfuscation of fLsk,� no matter the valid secret key

belongs to which user. So in the view of adversary, transcripts generated from (Ib, skIb),

for b = 0 or 1, is identical. In other words, the view of the adversary is completely

independent to b. Thus, the probability for an adversary winning the game is the same

as random guessing. So the advantage for the adversary in game Gameanon is always

negligible. In other words, our scheme is secure according to Definition 2.3.1.

Theorem 3.3.2 Our ad hoc anonymous identification scheme is sound according to

Definition 2.3.2.

Proof 2 We describe the proof using the game-hoping technique with two games, where
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the first game is the original soundness game defined in Section 2.3.1. We prove that for

a polynomial time adversary A, the probability that the advantage of A in the first game

is close to that in the second game. Next, we show that A wins the second game with

negligible probability. The two games are defined below:

Game 1: The first game is identical to the original soundness game described in 2.3.1.

Game 2: The second game has the following steps:

Setup. This is the same as in Game 1. System parameter param is generated by algorithm

Setup and passed to adversary A.

Query. A will issue three types of query:

• Register(I,!). When A issues Register-queries, if ! =?, a string will be

randomly sampled from secret key space as skI . I is added to LH . Otherwise,

C sets skI := ! adds I to LC .

• Corrupt(I). A submits user identity I. If I is included in LH , C returns to A

the corresponding skI and moves I from LH to LC . And meanwhile, R(�, skI)

will be programmed as aI ||(cI � �) for (�, aI , cI) from all queries of ⇡ in

Trans(I,LI) which LI includes I .

• Trans(I,LI). A chooses a set of users LI ⇢ LC [ LH and user I 2 LI

to obtain an identification transcript. Parse LI := {I1, I2, . . ., I`}. When

A queries for the transcription, � is randomly chosen from {0, 1}s(�) and

obfuscation of fLsk,� is constructed by randomly choosing aI1 , aI2 ..., aI` from

{0, 1}2�, cI1 , cI2 ..., cI` from {0, 1}s(�) and � from {0, 1}�. Transcript ⇡ is

constructed by � and the obfuscation of fLsk,� . ⇡ then will be sent to A.

R(�, skIi) will be programmed as aIi ||(cIi � �) for {skIi |i = 1...`, Ii 2 LC}
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and R(�, skIi) will remain unprogrammed for the rest skIi .

Challenge. A chooses a set of user identities L⇤ ⇢ LH , L⇤ := {I1, I2, . . ., I`} on which

it wishes to be challenged. A will receive the obfuscation of function fLsk,� in which

�, aIi and cIi are randomly chosen from {0, 1}�, {0, 1}2� and {0, 1}s(�) (i = 1...`).

Next, A players the role of prover when receiving the obfuscation. We says that A

wins the game if and only if the output string from A equals to the randomly chosen

� in {0, 1}s(�) by C.

To adversary A, Game 2 is identical to the original game. In original obfuscation of

fLsk,� , aIi , bIi are all generated from random oracle and cIi = bIi � �, of which the

distribution to adversary A is the same as randomly choosing aIi , cIi from {0, 1}2�,

{0, 1}s(�). Since in the original obfuscation, aIi is computed by R1(�, skIi) and cIi is

computed by R2(�, skIi)� �. After programming the output of R(�, Ii) to aIi ||(cIi � �),

adversary A will not notice the secret key skIi he/she owing is not used to construct

obfuscation.

The only possible way for A to behalf differently in Game 1 and Game 2 is that A

queries the random oracle R(.) on any secret key in LH . Assume A queries the random

oracle q times, the probability for this happening is:

Pr 6 q`

2�
,

which is negligible (` is the number of user identity in LH).

Since in Game 2, adversary A gains no knowledge related to secret keys of users he/she

chose to attack during queries for transcript ⇡ and user secret keys. Besides, aIi and cIi

in the challenge obfuscation are chose at random and has no relation with either skIi or
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�. Thus, the probability for A to successfully win Game 2 is:

Pr =
1

2s(�)
,

which is negligible.

To sum up, the probability for adversary A to win Game 1 is no more than
1

2s(�)
+ ql

2� which is also negligible. In other words, our scheme is secure according to

Definition 2.3.2.

Discussions In our construction, the set of eligible users, LI , has to be agreed by both

the prover and the verifier. For maximum user privacy protection, LI can be chosen as

the set of all eligible users. We would like to remark that our protocol is not a 3-move

⌃-protocol. Consequently, we cannot employ the classical results that turns an honest

verifier zero-knowledge protocol into a full zero-knowledge protocol [46]. In particular,

a malicious server could obfuscate a “wrong” program so that each user secret key will

output a different �. In other words, an active malicious verifier could break the anonymity

of the scheme. We outline a solution to mitigate this attack. Specifically, the server also

publishes H(�) for each authentication request. User can abort if the hash of the output

from the obfuscated program is not equivalent to the published hash value. This, however,

still do not prevent the selective-failure attack as the server can just put one valid secret

key inside the program to be obfuscated. This appears to be an inherent limitation in the

symmetric key setting, since an honest user has no way to ensure other user identities

included in the group are legitimate. Our protocol is, thus, suitable for applications where

the verifier is “honest-but-curious”.

3.3.2 Efficiency Analysis

We provide an empirical analysis of the efficiency of our proposal and compare it with

existing anonymous identification schemes. We first provide a breakdown of the time
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cost of the schemes based on the number of exponentiation operations (EXP) and pairing

operations (PAIR). We remark that PAIR is usually regarded as an expensive operation

in comparison with EXP, which in turn takes significantly more time compared with the

evaluation of a hash function1. Assuming there are ` members in the ad hoc group, the

breakdown of the major operations for various schemes is summarized in Table 3.1. In

this table, EXPp and EXPv represents the number of exponentiation operation done by

prover and verifier. PAIRp and PAIRv represents the number of pairing operation done by

prover and verifier. We do not consider hash operations as a part of the time complexity

since compared with exponentiation and pairing operations, the time of evaluating a hash

function on a short input is rather insignificant. Since our scheme does not include any

pairing and exponentiation operation, the row of our scheme in Table 3.1 has 0 operation.

Comparing with [96], which also do not require exponentiation or pairing operations, we

are still more efficient. In [96], there are n � 1 modular squaring, addition and hash

operations, plus 1 square-root operation on the prover side, n modular squaring and hash

operations on the verifier side. In our scheme there are n hash operations on the prover

side and n hash and addition operations on the verifier side. Since modular squaring is an

expensive operation comparing with hash evaluation with short input. In other words, our

scheme is still more efficient compared with the state-of-the-art.

To give an estimate of the actual running time of these schemes, we instantiate the

numbers based on the benchmark results from [50]. The numbers are obtained, as per [50],

from a PIV 3-GHZ processor with 512-MB memory and a Windows XP operation system.

Running time for these operations is obtained by using a standard cryptographic library

MIRACL [88]. The benchmark results of each major operation is shown in Table 3.2.

Based on these numbers, we can calculate the approximate time for each scheme. The

1 The exception is to hash an arbitrary string into a point on an elliptic curve group, which could be
expensive or impossible to achieve depending on the underlying group structure.
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results are presented in Table 3.1.

It is obvious that, as long as the ad hoc group size of our scheme is not large (say, less

than 50000), our scheme is more efficient than all the other schemes in the literature. The

threshold can be easily calculated from Table 3.3. The space complexity of our scheme

is linearly in the group size too, since the obfuscation of fLsk,� should contain all the

obfuscated user secret keys in the ad hoc group.

We argue that in practice, however, our scheme is more space-efficient than most

existing schemes. For a list of ` user identities, the total number of bits to be transmitted

is ` ⇤ (4�) + �, assuming we use I to label each ai, ci in the obfuscated point function2.

This number is, in fact, less than the public-key based scheme if we take into account the

list of public keys to be transmitted. Specifically, for a ring signature of ` ring members,

we need to transmit ` public keys and ` certificates. This is almost certainly larger than

that of 2`�. Concrete numbers are illustrated in Table 3.3.

We would like to remark again that our construction is applicable to a less general

scenario. Specifically, anonymous identification scheme based on ring signatures allows

a signer to convince all verifiers that the former belongs to a group while in our system,

we consider a single verifier. Having said that, the efficiency of our scheme allows it to be

used on lightweight devices and applied in system login scenario we mentioned above in

which a user only needs to confirm his/her identity with a single server. Lastly, we would

like to remark that similar to the other systems in the random oracle model, our protocol

is also of two rounds.
2 This will allow a prover to identify directly which index should he use, and thus reduce the evaluation of

the obfuscated function to the computation of a single hash value.
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Scheme EXPp EXPv PAIRp PAIRv

Rivest-Shamir-
` ` 0 0Tauman [85]

Abe-Ohkubo-
` ` 0 0Suzuki [1]

Dodis-Kiayias- 8 14 0 0Nicolosi-Shoup [30]

Nguyen [79] 13 10 0 2

Chow-Liu-
` ` 0 0Wei-Yuen [28]

Shacham-Waters
4`+ 3 0 0 2`+ 3[87]

Chandran-Groth- `+1
3 + 6

p
` 1 0 l + 7

p
`

Sahai [25] +5 +5
Liu-Au- offline `� 1 0 0 `

Susilo-Zhou [65] online 1 0 0 `
Xiu-Wu- 0 0 0 0Liu-Chen[96]

Our scheme 0 0 0 0

Table 3.1: Number of operations for each scheme (EXPp and EXPv represents the number
of exponentiation operation done by Pr and Vf. PAIRp and PAIRv represents the number
of pairing operation done by Pr and Vf. ` is the group size)

operation pairing exponentiation hash
time 20.04 5.31 < 0.001

Table 3.2: Running time for each operation (in millisecond) [50]

scheme Prover Verifier
[85] 5.31` 5.31`
[1] 5.31` 5.31`
[30] 42.48 74.34
[79] 69.03 93.18
[28] 5.31` 5.31`
[87] 21.24`+15.93 40.08`+60.12
[25] 1.77`+ 31.86

p
`+ 28.32 20.04`+ 140.28

p
`+ 105.51

[65] offline:5.31(`-1) 20.04`
online:5.31 20.04`

ours < 0.001` < 0.001`
< 0.001 (optimized version) < 0.001`

Table 3.3: Operation time for each scheme (in millisecond)
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Chapter 4

Practical Signatures from the Partial
Fourier Recovery Problem Revisited

In this chapter, we present a lattice-based signature scheme, PASSG, based on PASSRS

which was introduced by Hoffstein et al. [54]. Same as PASSRS , security of our

construction is based on the hardness of a variant of SIS problem and partial Fourier

recovery problem. PASSG improves PASSRS in two aspects. Firstly, unlike PASSRS ,

PASSG comes with a reduction proof and is thus provably secure. Secondly, we adopt

rejection sampling technique introduced by Lyubashevsky [72] to reduce the signature size

and improve the efficiency. The generated signatures of PASSG are Gaussian-distributed,

not uniform-distributed like PASSRS , and is more space efficient. We also present another

security parameter set based on best known attack using BKZ 2.0 algorithm introduced by

Chen and Nguyen [27].

4.1 Overview

We briefly sketch our proposed PASSG and discuss its improvements over the original

scheme PASSRS . In the following we will be using a similar notation as in [53].

We employ a polynomial ring Rq := Z[x]/(xn + 1). The secret key of the proposed
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scheme is a polynomial f 2 Rq with small coefficients, and the public key f̂ |⌦ = F⌦f

is a partial discrete Fourier transform of f where F⌦ is the restriction of the Fourier

transform matrix. To sign a padded message µ, the signer first samples a polynomial

y 2 Rq according to a discrete Gaussian distribution D. Then the signer computes a short

challenge polynomial c 2 Rq = Hash(F⌦y, µ) and the potential signature z = f ? c + y

where ? is the polynomial multiplication over the ring. The pair of z and c will be output as

the signature. However, the distribution of (z, c) is affected by, and may leak information

of, secret key f . To decouple the distribution of signature from secret key, we apply

rejection sampling technique and output (z, c) with some probability.

Before we proceed further, let us briefly recall the notion of rejection sampling. The

rejection sampling method allows one to obtain a target probability distribution f from

another probability distribution g. Specifically, instead of directly sampling from f , one

can draw sample x from g and accept it with probability f(x)
Mg(x) , where M is a constant

satisfying 1  M < 1 and for all valid x, f(x) 6 Mg(x). The distribution produced

by rejection sampling will be the same as f and the expected number of iterations to

successfully generate a sample will be M .

In our scheme, we use a discrete Gaussian distribution to generate y. This is in analogy

to the target probability distribution f as in the above example. On the other hand, we view

z = f ? c+ y as the proposal distribution g. By choosing some appropriate constant value

M and accepting z with probability f(x)
Mg(x) , the signing algorithm will eventually produce

a signature pair (z, c) which is independent of signing key f . We remark that in order

to achieve a meaningful scheme, the quantity M needs to be polynomially bounded. In

practice, it is common to set it as a constant.

To verify signature (z, c) of message µ, the verifier first checks whether the norm bound

of z is “small”. This ensures that the signature is genuinely generated from the secret
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key. Then the verifier need to be convinced that the signature is binded to the message.

This step is performed via computing Hash(F⌦z� f̂ |⌦� ĉ|⌦, µ) and checking whether the

output of the hash function equals to c. � here is the component-wise multiplication.

We highlight the differences between our PASSG and PASSRS . PASSRS samples

polynomial y uniformly with a `1 norm 6 t and requires kf ?ck1  b for some parameter

b. The signing algorithm only outputs z when kzk1 6 t� b. To guarantee the acceptance

rate and the security of the scheme, t is between 212 and 215 which leads to quite a

large signature size. In our work, we show that, by sampling y from a discrete Gaussian

distribution and choosing parameters appropriately, we can both reduce the size of z and

increase the acceptance rate. Besides, in section 4.4, we prove the strong unforgeability

of the proposed scheme and reduce the security of it to the hardness of a special kind

of SIS problem, namely, Vandermonde-SIS problem. We remark no reduction proof is

given for PASSRS . Moreover, as mentioned above, the security level of PASSRS using its

suggested parameter is questionable thanks to improved cryptanalysis techniques in [4],

where the core sub-routing, known as the enumeration methods with extreme pruning [42],

is replaced by a quantum sieving algorithm [11] that drastically improves the cost of the

BZK 2.0 algorithm [27]. To this end, we give new parameter sets that are robust against

this new analysis.

4.2 Hardness Assumption

Before introducing the hard problem in our construction, we first introduce the partial

Fourier recovery problem which requires recovering a signal from a restricted number of

its Fourier coefficients.

Let ! be the primitive N th root of �1 module q. We define the discrete Fourier

transform over Zq to be the linear transformation Ff = f̂ : Zn
q ! Zn

q given by
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(F)i,j = !ij

The Fourier transform matrix F is a Vandermonde matrix

F =

2

6664

!0·0 !0·1 . . . !0·(n�1)

!1·0 !1·1 . . . !1·(n�1)

...
... . . . ...

!(n�1)·0 !(n�1)·1 . . . !(n�1)·(n�1)

3

7775

Let F⌦ be the restriction of F to the set of t rows specified by an index set, ⌦,

(F⌦)ij = !⌦ij

The partial Fourier recovery problem is that, given an evaluation f̂ |⌦ 2 Zt
q, find x with

small norm such that x̂|⌦ = f̂ |⌦ (mod q). The solution x is required to be small since

one can easily find a large x such that x̂|⌦ = f̂ |⌦. This problem has been well studied

and considered to be hard in general. Since partial transform matrix F⌦ is a restriction of

Fourier transform matrix F, the image f̂ |⌦ is expected to contain little information about

the hidden Fourier coefficients. The only possible way to recover f with small norm is

by combinatorial optimization procedure which is very expensive. The best way to solve

partial Fourier recovery problem is by solving the closest vector problem in the lattice

⇤?(F⌦), where

⇤?(F⌦) = {a 2 Zn
q : F⌦a = 0}.

The closest vector problem is defined as given vector y 2 Zn
q , find a lattice point
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x 2 ⇤?(F⌦) such that ky � xk1  �. Since we have F⌦(y � x) = F⌦y = ŷ|⌦, if

we can find such lattice point x, we can find vector y0 = y � x with small norm such that

F⌦y
0 = ŷ|⌦.

We note that to date, there is no known reduction from lattice-based hard problem

to partial Fourier recovery problem. However, finding a short preimage by a given

evaluation and a transform matrix F⌦ is known to be related to solving the Short Integer

Solution (SIS) problem and the Inhomogeneous Short Integer Solution (ISIS) problem,

two average-case hard problems which are frequently used in lattice-based cryptography

constructions.

The main difference between SIS (ISIS) and the partial Fourier recovery problem is that

public matrix A in SIS and ISIS problems are uniformly chosen, while public matrix F⌦

in partial Fourier recovery problem is a restriction of discrete Fourier transform. So we

define a new average-case problem called Vandermonde-SIS problem.

Definition 4.2.1 (Vandermonde� SIS
K
q,t,n,� problem) Given a Vandermonde matrix

F⌦ 2 Zt⇥n
q drawn according to some distribution K, find a non-zero v 2 Zn

q such that

F⌦v = 0 and kvk  �.

The distribution K here refers to randomly samples t rows from discrete Fourier transform

matrix F.

We emphasize that we are not aware if there exists any reduction from a worst-case

lattice problem to Vandermonde-SIS. Here we assume that the hardness of SIS problem

is not relied on the structure of the public matrix A and the Vandermonde-SIS problem is

hard in average-case as in SIS and ISIS problem. In the following section, we are going to

prove that the security of our proposed signature scheme is based on the assumed average-

case hardness of the Vandermonde-SIS problem.
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Parameter Definition

n Dimension
q Prime (⌘ �1 mod n)
! A primitive nth root of -1 in Zq

⌦ A subset of {!i : 1  i  n� 1}
t |⌦| (size of ⌦)
� Standard deviation of discrete normal distribution

 s.t. 2 ·
✓

n


◆
� 2128

Table 4.1: Parameter List for PASSG

4.3 Our Construction

In this section, we are going to present the construction of PASSG. Parameters and their

definitions are listed in Table 1.

KeyGen: This algorithm generates polynomial f 2 Rq with each coefficient indepen-

dently and uniformly sampled from {�1, 0, 1} as the secret key. The corresponding public

key is f̂ |⌦ = F⌦f . As described in section 4.2, F⌦ is the restriction of F to the set of t

rows. Thus, F⌦ can be generated by randomly picking t rows from the original Fourier

transform matrix F .

Signing(f , µ): To sign message µ, the signer first randomly samples polynomial y

from discrete Gaussian distribution Dn
� and computes ŷ|⌦ = F⌦y. The signer then

computes challenge c = FormatC(Hash(ŷ|⌦, µ)) where FormatC and Hash are two public

algorithms such that:

Hash : Zt
q ⇥ {0, 1}⇤ ! {0, 1}`,
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Original Signing algorithm
Signing(f , µ,F⌦)
1: y Dn

�

2: c = FormatC(Hash(ŷ|⌦, µ))
3: z f ? c+ y

4: with probability min( Dn
� (z)

MDn

f?c,�(z)
, 1)

5: output (z, c)

Figure 4.1: Original Signing algorithm in PASSG

FormatC : {0, 1}` ! {v : v 2 {�1, 0, 1}n, kvk1  }.

Finally, the signer computes z = f ? c + y and outputs (z, c) with probability

min( Dn
� (z)

MDn

f?c,�(z)
, 1) where M = exp(28↵+1

2↵2 ) and � = ↵ · 
p
N .

Verification(µ, z, c,F⌦, f̂ |⌦): The verifier accepts the signature if and only if kzk 

k�
p
n and c = FormatC(Hash(ẑ|⌦ � f̂ |⌦ � ĉ|⌦, µ)).

4.4 Security Analysis

The security of PASSG is based on the average-case hardness of the Vandermonde

-SISK
q,t,n,� problem in the random oracle model. In another words, if there is any forger

against the PASSG signature scheme, we can use the forger to solve Vandermonde-

SIS
K
q,t,n,� problem for � = 2k�

p
n+ 2

p
n.

Theorem 4.4.1 Assume there is a polynomial-time forger who can successfully forge a

PASSG signature with non-negligible probability � by making at most s queries to the

signing oracle and h queries to the random oracle FormatC � Hash. Then, there exits a

polynomial-time algorithm which can solve the Vandermonde� SIS
K
q,t,n,� problem for
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Hybrid 1
Signing(f , µ,F⌦)
1: y Dn

�

2: c $ {v : kvk1  }
3: z f ? c+ y

4: with probability min( Dn
� (z)

MDn

f?c,�(z)
, 1)

5: output (z, c)
6: Program FormatC(Hash(ẑ|⌦ � f̂ |⌦ � ĉ|⌦, µ)) = c

Figure 4.2: Hybrid 1

Hybrid 2
Signing(f , µ,F⌦)
1: c $ {v : kvk1  }
2: z DN

�

3: with probability 1
M

4: output (z, c)
5: Program FormatC(Hash(ẑ|⌦ � f̂ |⌦ � ĉ|⌦, µ)) = c

Figure 4.3: Hybrid 2

� = 2k�
p
n+ 2

p
n with probability

1

2
(1� 2�128)

0

BB@� �
1

2 ·
✓

n


◆

1

CCA

0

BB@

� � 1/

✓
2 ·

✓
n


◆◆

s+ h
� 1

2 ·
✓

n


◆

1

CCA ⇡
�2

2(h+ s)

Proof 3 This theorem will be proved by Lemma 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. Lemma 4.4.2 shows that

the statistical distance between the original signing algorithm in Fig.4.1 and Hybrid 2 in

Fig.4.3 is negligible. In another words, the signing algorithm in PASSG can be replaced by

Hybrid 2 and the statistical distance of the two outputs is negligible. Lemma 4.4.3 shows

that if there is a forger who can produce a valid signature for PASSG with probability �

when the signing algorithm is from Hybrid 2, with probability ⇡ �2

2(h+s) , we can use this

forger to solve the Vandermonde� SIS
K
q,t,n,� for � = 2k�

p
n+ 2

p
n.

Lemma 4.4.1 For any Vandermonde matrix F⌦ 2 Zt⇥n
q where n > 81 + t · log q

log 3 ,
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for randomly choose f
$ � {�1, 0, 1}n, with probability 1 � 2�128 there exists another

f
0 2 {�1, 0, 1}n such that F⌦f = F⌦f

0.

Proof 4 We consider F⌦ as a linear transformation whose output range has size qt. Thus,

there are at most qt � 1 elements in {�1, 0, 1}n do not collide with other elements. The

probability of randomly choosing an element from {�1, 0, 1}n which does not collide with

the remaining elements is:

qt � 1

3n
<

qt

381+t· log q

log 3

=
1

381
< 2�128

.

Lemma 4.4.2 Assume there is a distinguisher A who can query either the original signing

algorithm from PASSG or the signing algorithm from Hybrid 2 and the random oracle

FormatC � Hash. If A queries the random oracle at most h times and signing algorithm

at most s times, the advantage for A to distinguish the original signing algorithm from

Hybrid 2 is at most s(s+ h)2�t + s · 2�128

M .

Proof 5 Different from the original signing algorithm, in Hybrid 1, we first randomly

choose c from {v : kvk1  } and then program c as the answer to the random oracle

FormatC � Hash query FormatC(Hash(ẑ|⌦ � f̂ |⌦ � ĉ|⌦, µ)) = FormatC(Hash(ŷ|⌦, µ)).

Since we program the random oracle without checking whether the value for (ŷ|⌦, µ) has

already been programmed yet. So, the only chance for a distinguisher A distinguish the

original signing algorithm from the one in Hybrid 1 is that, Hybrid 1 generates a y such

that ŷ|⌦ already showed in the previous queries. Since F⌦ is a Vardemonde matrix and

its columns are linearly independent. Thus, F⌦ can always be written in the “Hermite
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Normal Form” as F⌦ = [F̄⌦kI]. According to Lemma.2.2.1, for any v 2 Zt
q, we have

Pr[F⌦y = v;y Dn
� ] = Pr[y1 = (v � F̄⌦y0);y Dn

� ]

 max
v02ZM

q

Pr[y1 = v
0;y1  Dt

�]

 2�t.

Thus, the probability for Hybrid 1 sampling y such that ŷ|⌦ already showed in the

previous queries is at most 2�t. Assume Hybrid 1 is queried s times and the random oracle

is queried h times by distinguisher A, the probability for such a collision happening is at

most s(s+h)2�t. So the advantage for A to distinguish Hybrid 1 from the original signing

algorithm is also at most s(s+ h)2�t.

We then prove the statistical distance between Hybrid 1 and Hybrid 2 is at most s · 2�128

M

when we set M = exp(28↵+1
2↵2 ). Since the vector representation of y is distributed

according to Dn
� , in Hybrid 1, z is distributed according to Dn

f?c,�, for any z
⇤ 2 Rn,

we have:

Pr[z = z
⇤] = Dn

f?c,�(z
⇤)

=
⇢f?c,�(z⇤)

⇢�(Zn)

=
1

⇢�(Zn)
exp(�kz

⇤ � f ? ck2
2�2

)

=
1

⇢�(Zn)
exp(�kz

⇤k2
2�2

� �2hz
⇤, f ? ci+ kf ? ck2

2�2
)

= Dn
�(z
⇤) exp(��2hz

⇤, f ? ci+ kf ? ck2
2�2

).

We have:
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Dn
�(z
⇤)

Dn
f?c,�(z

⇤)
=

Dn
�(z
⇤)

Dn
�(z
⇤) exp(��2hz⇤,f?ci+kf?ck22�2 )

= exp(
�2hz⇤, f ? ci+ kf ? ck2

2�2
).

According to Lemma.2.2.1, when r = 14kvk�, with probability at least 1 � 2�128 we

have |hz⇤, f ? ci| < 14kf ? ck�. Then, with probability at least 1� 2�128, we have:

exp(
�2hz⇤, f ? ci+ kf ? ck2

2�2
) < exp(

28kf ? ck� + kf ? ck2
2�2

).

Since the coefficients of f are randomly picked from {�1, 0, 1} and kck1  , we have

kf ? ck 
p
n · 2 = 

p
N.

Assume � = ↵ · 
p
n. Then,

exp(
28kf ? ck� + kf ? ck2

2�2
)  exp(

28
p
n� + (

p
n)2

2�2
) = exp(

28↵ + 1

2↵2
)

Since Dn
�

Dn

f?c,�
< exp(28↵+1

2↵2 ) happens with probability at least 1 � 2�128, when M =

exp(28↵+1
2↵2 ), the statistical distance between the outputs of Hybrid 1 and Hybrid 2 is at

most 2�128

M according to Lemma 2.1.1. Thus, after calling the signing oracle for s times,

the statistical distance is no more than s · 2�128

M .

Lemma 4.4.3 Assume there is a polynomial-time forger F who can successfully forge a

PASSG signature with non negligible probability � by making at most s queries to the
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signer in Hybrid 2 and h queries to the random oracle FormatC � Hash,. Then, there exits

a polynomial-time algorithm who can solve the Vandermonde-SISK
q,t,n,� problem for

� = 2k�
p
n+ 2

p
n with probability at least

1

2
(1� 2�128)

0

BB@� �
1

2 ·
✓

n


◆

1

CCA

0

BB@

� � 1/

✓
2 ·

✓
n


◆◆

s+ h
� 1

2 ·
✓

n


◆

1

CCA .

Proof 6 The output range of the random oracle FormatC � Hash is denoted by |DH | =

{v : v 2 {�1, 0, 1}N , kvk1  } = 2 ·
✓

n


◆
. Let p = s + h be the total number

of queries that F makes to the signer and random oracle. Given Vandermonde matrix

F⌦ 2 Zt⇥n
q drawn from distribution K, we pick signing key f

$ � {�1, 0, 1}n and release

the corresponding public key f̂ |⌦  F⌦ � f .

We also pick random coins  and � for the signer and forger respectively. Besides,

we pick {c1, c2, ..., cp}
$ � DH as the t responses of the random oracle FormatC � Hash.

Assume there is a subroutine denoted by S which takes (F⌦,f̂ |⌦,  ,�,c1, c2,...,cp) as input.

Subroutine S runs as follow:

• S gives public matrix F⌦ and public key f̂ |⌦ along with random coins � to forger F

to initialize F and run F.

• S uses random coins  to run the signing algorithm in Hybrid 2.

• When F issues a query to S to sign a message or to the random oracle FormatC �

Hash, the random oracle will be programmed and the output of the random oracle

will be the first ci 2 {c1, c2, · · · , cp} that has not been used yet. S will record all

the queries to the random oracle in a table to maintain the consistency.

• Finally, forger F outputs a forgery {(z, c), µ} such that kzk  k�
p
n and c =
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FormatC(Hash(ẑ|⌦ � f̂ |⌦ � ĉ|⌦, µ)) with probability �. S will output identical

{(z, c), µ}.

Notice that with probability 1� 1
|DH | , c output by S will be one of the ci 2 {c1, · · · , cp}.

Since if the random oracle was not queried or programmed on some input w =

ẑ|⌦ � f̂ |⌦ � ĉ|⌦, the probability for F to produce a c such that c = FormatC(Hash(w, µ))

is 1
|DH | . The probability for F to produce a forgery is �. Thus, the probability for F outputs

a forgery {(z, c), µ} and c = ci for some i is � � 1
|DH | .

Type 1 forgery: The first type of forgery is that, ci is a response of random oracle

FormatC � Hash on input (w0, µ0) = (ẑ|0⌦ � f̂ |⌦ � ĉi|⌦, µ0) during a signing query. Then

we have

FormatC(Hash(ẑ|⌦ � f̂ |⌦ � ĉi|⌦, µ)) = FormatC(Hash(ẑ|0⌦ � f̂ |⌦ � ĉi|⌦, µ0))

If ẑ|⌦ � f̂ |⌦ � ĉi|⌦ 6= ẑ|0⌦ � f̂ |⌦ � ĉi|⌦ or µ 6= µ0, we find a collision of the hash func-

tion. Thus, we must have ẑ|⌦ � f̂ |⌦ � ĉi|⌦ = ẑ|0⌦ � f̂ |⌦ � ĉi|⌦ and µ = µ0. We have

ẑ|⌦ � ẑ|0⌦ = F⌦(z � z
0) = 0 mod q. Since z 6= z

0 and kzk, kz0k  k�
p
n. We have

kz� z
0k  2k�

p
n.

Type 2 forgery: The second type of forgery is that, ci is a response of a random oracle

query issued by F. We first store the forgery {(z, ci), µ} and then picks new c
0
i, · · · , c0p

$ �

DH . We then run the subroutine S again on input (F⌦, f̂ |⌦, ,�, c1, ..., ci�1, c0i, · · · , c0p) .

According to the General Forking Lemma in [15], we obtain that c0i 6= ci and the forger

uses the random oracle response c
0
i in its forgery is at least

(� � 1

|DH |
)(
� � 1

|DH |

p
� 1

|DH |
).
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In another words, with the same probability F will output a forgery {(z0, c0i), µ} and

ẑ|⌦ � f̂ |⌦ � ĉi|⌦ = ẑ|0⌦ � f̂ |⌦ � ĉi|0⌦ . Now we have

F⌦(z� z
0 + f ? (c0i � ci)) = 0

and kz� z
0 + f ? c0i � f ? cik  2k�

p
n+ 2

p
n.

We can prove that with probability at least 1/2, (z� z
0 + f ? (c0i � ci)) 6= 0. According

to Lemma 4.4.1, if f is randomly chosen, with probability at least 1 � 2�128 there exists

another different f 0 such that F⌦f = F⌦f
0. Which means that for every distinct key f such

that (z�z0+f ?(c0i�ci)) = 0, there is a distinct key f 0 such that (z�z0+f
0?(c0i�ci)) 6= 0.

Since both the subroutine S and the forger F do not know whether we generate a secret

key like f or f 0, with probability at least 1/2 we can obtain a non-zero answer with length

at most 2k�
p
n+ 2

p
n.

4.5 Practical Instantiation

In section 4.4, we show the security of our signature scheme is based on the average-case

hardness of Vandermonde-SIS problem. In this section, we are going to present a practical

instantiation with parameters choosing according to the lattice reduction algorithm BKZ

2.0. This gives us an approach to analyse the security of PASSG under best known attack.

Two sets of parameters with 128-bit security will be presented. Based on the two sets of

parameters, we can estimate the rejection rate and signature size of our PASSG.

4.5.1 Parameters

In the following we will give two sets of parameters. Both sets provides 128 bit security

against quantum attackers. The first set of parameters provides a similar security level as

the original PASSRS signature scheme, and is performance oriented. The second set is

security oriented and has a larger build in margin. This is to account for future advance in

cryptanalysis.
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In the following we will be using the first set of parameters as an example. We

use polynomial ring x512 + 1 with q = 216 + 1 that allows for very efficient NTT

transformations. This choice of q > 2⌧� ensures that there will be no wraparound when

we sample a Gaussian vector.

Then, we choose  = 44. That is, there are 44 non-zero coefficients in challenge c for

the first parameter set. The space of challenges will be over 2256 for both parameter sets to

avoid any (quantum) searching algorithm [48].

The next task is to give a practical bound of f ? c. Here we further assume that the

coefficients of f ? c behave as if they are independent. Notice that each coefficient is a

sum of  different ±1s. As shown in [4], the distribution will be very close to a Gaussian

distribution (in terms of Renyi divergence) with a deviation of
p
. And since we have

assumed that each coefficient of f ? c behaves independent from the other, we obtain that

kf ? ck ⇡
p
n.

In practice, we can expect kf ? ck < 2
p
N with high probability. Therefore we set the

bound for kf ? ck to 2
p
n, and re-sample a c if this isn’t satisfied. As a result if we set

� = k
p
N ⇡ 2000, we can expect a repetition rate of exp(2k�+2

2�2 ) ⇡ e2 = 7.4.

Now we need to estimate the size of the keys and signatures. The public key is f̂ |⌦, a

t dimensional vector with coefficients between 0 and q. On the other hand, the signature

is a pair (z, c), where the first vector z is a Gaussian vector with variance �, we can use

Hoffman encoding, as suggested by [31], that effectively stores the vector with roughly

(log2 � + 2)N bits. The second vector c is a sparse binary vector with  non-zero

coefficients, and can be stored efficiently with min( log2 n, n) bits.
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Parameter 1 Parameter 2
n 512 1024

q ⌘ 1 mod 2n 216 + 1 216 + 1
t = |!| 256 512

k 13.3 13.3
� 2000 1800

 s.t. 2 ·
✓

n


◆
� 2256 44 36

M = exp(2⌧�+2

2�2 ) ⇡ 7.4 ⇡ 7.4
Lattice strength 1.0035 1.0017

public key size (log2 q + 2)t 832 Bytes 1664 Bytes
signature length ⇡ (log2 � + 2)n+min( log2 n, n) 882 Bytes 1709 Bytes

Table 4.2: PASSRS Signature Scheme Parameter

4.5.2 Best known attacks

The best known lattice attack against our scheme is to look for the unique shortest vector

within a lattice spanned via the basis:

B =

2

4
qIt 0 0
F⌦ In 0
f̂ |⌦ 0 1

3

5

where It is a t dimensional identity matrix. This lattice has a unique shortest vector h0, f , 1i

with an l2 norm of approximately
p
2n/3 + 1. On the other hand, it has been shown in

[41] that the ability to locate a unique shortest vector in a lattice depends on the root

Hermite factor of the lattice, which is the N -th root of

Gaussian expected length
l2 norm of the target vector

where N = (n + t + 1) is the dimension of the lattice. We known that the Gaussian

expected length of this lattice is
q

n+t+1
2⇡e q

t

n+t+1 . This results in

0

@

q
n+t+1
2⇡e q

t

n+t+1

p
2n/3 + 1

1

A

1
n+t+1
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With t ⇡ n/2, this quantity is

⇡
⇣p

9/(8⇡e)q
1
3

⌘ 2
3n
.

For the parameter sets that we are suggesting, this yields 1.0035 and 1.0017, respectively.

Applying the latest results of estimating the cost of the BKZ 2.0 algorithm with (quantum)

sieving [27, 4, 11], we estimate the cost to recover this shortest vector requires at least 2129

and 2198 operations.
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Chapter 5

Practical Lattice-Based (Linkable) Ring
Signature Schemes

In this chapter, we present two generic constructions for linkable ring signature scheme.

In Section 5.1, we give a new generic construction for (linkable) ring signature scheme

inspired by RST framework. In Section 5.2, we revisit an existing generic ring signature

framework and proposes its linkable version. Both of these two generic constructions

can be instantiated to standard lattice and NTRU lattice. The latter NTRU instantiations

provide us practical lattice-based (linkable) ring signature schemes.

5.1 Raptor: Practical Lattice-Based (Linkable) Ring
Signature Schemes

Before presenting a high-level description of our construction, we first discuss the

subtlety of instantiating the RST generic construction from lattices. The main building

block of RST ring signatures is one-way trapdoor permutation. While trapdoor functions

can be built from lattices, they are not permutations by themselves and therefore cannot

be applied directly. Consequently, all existing linear-size lattice-based constructions opt

for the AOS framework, which can be built from any sigma-protocol based signatures.
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Indeed, [93, 13] can be seen as instantiations from this framework. On the other hand,

we identify essential properties required by the underlying building blocks in the RST

framework.The result is a type of trapdoor function that we called Chameleon hash plus

(CH+), a construction that is similar to Chameleon hash functions.

Building block: CH+

The main building block for our generic constructions is a chameleon hash plus (CH+)

function. We recall the notion of chameleon hash function which was first formalized by

Krawczyk and Rabin in 2000 [60]. Chameleon hash functions are randomized collision-

resistant hash functions with an additional property that each hash key is equipped with a

trapdoor. With the trapdoor, one can easily find collisions for any input. More specifically,

on input a trapdoor tr corresponding to some chameleon hash key hk, two messages

m,m0 and a randomness r, one can efficiently compute another randomness r0 such that

Hash(hk,m, r) = Hash(hk,m0, r0).

Our CH+ consists of four algorithms, namely, Setup, TrapGen, Hash and Inv. See

Section 5.1.1 for details. Similar to a chameleon hash, without the trapdoor, CH+ needs to

be one-way and collision-resistant. There are two main difference in CH+:

• to compute new randomness r0 for any given message m0, only the hash value, C =

Hash(hk,m, r), is needed; whereas both the original message m and randomness r

are required in a classical Chameleon hash;

• optionally, there exists a system parameter paramch as an implicit input to all CH+

operations.

Our Generic Construction of Ring Signatures

We describe how we can built a ring signature from CH+. We assume paramch is

available at the setup. In the key generation procedure, a signer runs algorithm TrapGen
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to obtain hash key hk and its trapdoor tr. Signer’s public key and secret key will be hk and

tr, respectively.

Suppose a signer, S⇡, with public and secret keys (hk⇡, tr⇡), tries to sign message µ on

behalf of a group of signer {S1, · · · , S`} (⇡ 2 {1, · · · , `}), S⇡ first collects all the public

keys of the group of signers {hk1, · · · , hk`}. Next,

• for i 6= ⇡, S⇡ randomly samples message mi, randomness ri and computes hash

output Ci = Hash(hki,mi, ri);

• for i = ⇡, i.e., the signer himself, S⇡ samples a C⇡.

S⇡ further sets C⇤ = H(µ,C1, · · · , C`, hk1, · · · , hk`) where µ is the message to be

signed and H is a collision-resistant hash function. It then computes m⇡ which satisfies

m1� · · ·�m` = C⇤ and uses the trapdoor to find an r⇡ such that c⇡ = Hash(hk⇡,m⇡, r⇡).

The signature for S⇡ on µ is {(m1, r1), · · · , (m`, r`)}. Note that without the trapdoor, it is

hard to find such a randomness r⇡ since CH+ is one-way and collision-resistant.

To verify the signature, one can first compute Ci = Hash(hki,mi, ri) for i = 1, · · · , `.

Then check whether m1 � · · ·�m` is equivalent to H(µ,C1 ,· · · ,C` ,hk1,· · · ,hk`). If so,

the verifier accepts the signature as signed by one of the group members.

Our Generic Construction of Linkable Ring Signatures

Linkable ring signature scheme allows others to link two signatures sharing the same

signer. At a high level, we will use a tag to achieve this property. The tag is a representative

of the signer’s identity for each signature. Signatures that share a same tag are linked. It

is natural to enforce that each signer only obtains one unique tag; and this tag cannot be

forged, or transferred from/to another user. We use a one-time signature1 to achieve those

1 Here we will only use the public key once; the actual signature scheme does not necessarily need to be a
one-time signature scheme.
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properties.

During the key generation procedure, in addition to a hk and its trapdoor tr, the signer

also generates a pair of public key and secret key (opk, osk) for a one-time signature. The

signer then masks hk by H(opk) and obtains a masked hash key hk0. The unique tag for

the signer will be the public key opk. In the end, the signer sets hk0 as public key and

(tr, opk, osk) as secret key.

When the signer S⇡ signs a message µ on behalf of a group of signers {S1, · · · , S`}

(⇡ 2 {1, · · · , `}), it will collect the public keys of the group {hk01, · · · , hk0`} as usual.

For each public key hk0i in the group, S⇡ computes hk00i = hk0i � H(opk). A new list

of “public keys”, {hk001, · · · , hk00`}, is then formed. Note that hk00⇡ is equivalent to the

original hk⇡. Next, the signer S⇡ invokes the (none linkable) ring signature with keys

{hk001, · · · , hk00`}, a trapdoor tr⇡ and a message µ, and obtains a (none linkable) ring

signature �R = {(m1, r1), · · · , (m`, r`)} on µ. Finally, S⇡ signs µ, �R and list of public

keys using osk⇡ and gets a one-time signature sig. The linkable ring signature produced

by S⇡ will be {�R, opk⇡, sig}.

As for verification, in addition to verifying �R, one should also check whether sig is a

valid signature on µ, �R and {hk01, · · · , hk0`} under opk⇡.

Our Contribution

We present RAPTOR, the first lattice-based (linkable) ring signature with implementa-

tion. It gets its name as it is the next generation of FALCON [40] that features a “stealth”

mode. RAPTOR is secure in the random oracle model, based on some widely-accepted lat-

tice assumptions. We also present a less efficient version that is based on standard lattice

problems. We implement RAPTOR, and its performance on a typical laptop is shown in

Table 5.1(a) and 5.1(b). The experimental setting is presented in Section 5.1.3.
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Table 5.1: Performance

(a) RAPTOR-512

Users 5 10 50
KeyGen 29 ms 29 ms 29 ms

Sign 6 ms 9.5 ms 40 ms
verification 3 ms 6.5 ms 32 ms

PK 0.9 KB 0.9 KB 0.9 KB
SK 4.1 KB 4.1 KB 4.1 KB

Signature 6.3 KB 12.7 KB 63.3 KB

(b) Linkable RAPTOR-512

Users 5 10 50
KeyGen 57 ms 57 ms 57 ms

Sign 10.7 ms 17.4 ms 61 ms
verification 5.2 ms 11 ms 50 ms

PK 0.9 KB 0.9 KB 0.9 KB
SK 9.1 KB 9.1 KB 9.1 KB

Signature 7.8 KB 14.2 KB 64.8 KB

Our solution is in a sense optimal for the family of solutions where the signatures are

linear in terms of users: in our construction, the signature consists of a lattice vector and

a random nonce of 2� bits per user. It is unlikely that one is able to reduce the size

further within the linear domain. We believe that the only way to get substantially better

performance than RAPTOR is from the family of solutions that are logarithmic/constant

in the number of users. The best theoretical work in linear size is due to [13], where the

signature size is claimed to be 82.5KB with a ring size of 8. Comparing with the state-of-

the-art [38] with sublinear signature size, our work is still comparing favourably for ring

signature size / 1000. As a remark, a common use case of linkable ring signature, privacy

protection for cryptocurrency, often uses a ring size less than 20 and thus Raptor is more

preferable in this setting. The signature size of [38] is reported to be 930KB with 26 users

in the ring and 1409KB with 210 users in the ring. The comparison of signature size of
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Table 5.2: Comparison of lattice-based (linkable) ring signature at security level � = 100.
Signature size increases with ring size (i.e. number of public keys in the ring).

[64] [93] [13] [38] RAPTOR
(linkable)
RAPTOR

Signature size growth logarithm linear linear logarithm linear linear
linkability ⇥ X X ⇥ ⇥ X

Implementation ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ X X
Signature size ⇡ 37 MB ⇡ 649 KB ⇡ 585 KB 930 KB 80.6 KB 82.7 KBwith 26 users
with 28 users ⇡ 48.1 MB ⇡ 2474 KB ⇡ 2340 KB 1132 KB 332.6 KB 326.5 KB
with 210 users ⇡ 59.1 MB ⇡ 9770 KB ⇡ 9360 KB 1409 KB 1290.2 KB 1301.9KB
with 212 users ⇡ 70.2 MB ⇡ 39 MB ⇡ 37.4 MB 1492 KB 5161 KB 5203.3 KB

our RAPTOR and other existing lattice-based (linkable) ring signature scheme is shown in

Table 5.2.

In terms of security, (linkable) RAPTOR is backed by a new generic framework that

is provably secure in the random oracle model, under the assumption based on RST

construction. Instead of relying on one-way trapdoor permutation, the new generic

framework is based on a new primitive called Chameleon Hash Plus (CH+) which can

be instantiated from lattice setting (e.g. NTRU). Our generic construction can additionally

transform any ring signature into a one-time linkable ring signature.

Nonetheless, when CH+ is instantiated with a standard lattice problem (i.e., the short

integer solution problem), we base the security of (linkable) ring signature on the worst-

case lattice problems that are conjectured to be hard against quantum computers.

In practice, one often resorts to NTRU lattices [56] for better efficiency. Our (linkable)

RAPTOR scheme is such a case, where the CH+ function is instantiated from the pre-image

samplable function of FALCON [40].

5.1.1 Our Generic Constructions

In this section, we present our generic construction of CH+ and our (linkable) ring

signature scheme based on CH+.
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Chameleon Hash Plus

CH+ can be considered as a variant of Chameleon hash functions. A CH+ consists of

four algorithms, namely, Setup, TrapGen, Hash and Inv, as follow:

• Setup(1�) ! paramch: On input security parameter 1�, this algorithm generates

system parameter paramch. paramch will be an implicit input to Hash and Inv.

• TrapGen(1�) ! (hk, tr): This algorithm takes security parameter 1� as input and

returns a pair (hk, tr) where hk and tr are respectively a hash key and a trapdoor.

• Hash(hk,m, r) ! C: On input hash key hk, message m and randomness r, this

algorithm returns hash output C.

• Inv(hk, tr, C,m0) ! r0: On input hash key hk, trapdoor tr, hash output C and

message m0, this algorithm returns randomness r0 s.t. Hash(hk,m0, r0) = C.

We require CH+ to satisfy following requirements:

1. CH+ should be one-way and collision resistant. In other words, for all PPT A

without a trapdoor, there exists a negligible function negl(l) such that

Pr[{(m0, r0), (m1, r1)} A(1�, hk, paramch) : (m0, r0) 6=

(m1, r1) ^ Hash(hk,m0, r0) = Hash(hk,m1, r1)] = negl(l);

Pr[(m, r) A(1�, C, hk, paramch) : Hash(hk,m, r) = C] = negl(l).

2. For hash key hk generated from TrapGen, assuming the range of hk is Rhk,

the distribution of hk should be either statistically close to uniform in Rhk; or

computationally close to the uniform distribution with an additional property that

the probability a randomly sampled h̄k $ Rhk has a trapdoor is negligible.
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3. For r0 generated from Inv, the distribution of r0 should be with negl(l) distance from

the distribution where r is sampled from.

A New Framework for Ring Signatures

Our ring signature is constructed as follows:

• Setup(1�) ! param: On input the security parameter 1�, this algorithm chooses a

hash function H : {⇤}! RC . It also runs Setup(1�)! paramch.

• KeyGen! (sk, pk): This algorithm generates (hk, tr) TrapGen(1�). Then it sets

public key pk = hk and secret key sk = tr.

• Signing(sk⇡, µ, Lpk) ! �: On input a message µ, a list of user public keys

Lpk = {pk1, · · · , pk`}, and a signing key sk⇡ = tr⇡ of pk⇡ = hk⇡ 2 Lpk, the

signing algorithm runs as follow:

1. For i 2 [1, · · · , `] and i 6= ⇡, pick mi and ri at random. Compute Ci =

Hash(hki,mi, ri). For i = ⇡, pick C⇡ at random from its possible range RC .

2. Compute m⇡ such that m1 � · · ·�m⇡ � · · ·�mn = H(µ,C1, · · · , C`, Lpk).

3. Given m⇡ and C⇡, invoke Inv(hk⇡, tr⇡, C⇡,m⇡)! r⇡.

The ring signature of µ and Lpk is � = {(m1, r1), · · · , (m`, r`)}.

• Verification(µ, �, Lpk) ! accept/reject: On input a message µ, a signature �

and a list of user public keys Lpk, the verification algorithm first phrases � =

{(m1, r1), · · · , (m`, r`)}. It then checks whether each pair of (mi, ri) satisfies

Ci = Hash(hki,mi, ri) for all i 2 [1, · · · , `] and whether m1 � · · · � m` =

H(µ,C1, · · · , C`, Lpk). If yes, output accept. Otherwise, output reject.
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Security Proof for Ring Signature

Theorem 5.1.1 (Unforgeability) Our generic ring signature scheme is unforgeable in

random oracle model if CH+ is collision resistant.

Proof 7 Assume there is an adversary A who can successfully forge a ring signature with

probability � by making at most qr queries to RO oracle, qc queries to CO oracle, qs

queries to SO oracle, and qh queries to random oracle H. We define the number of

possible values in the output range of H as DH. Then we can construct a simulator S who

can break the collision resistance of CH+ with a non-negligible probability.

S is given an instance as following: Given CH+ hash key hkc and CH+ system parameter

paramch
c, it is asked to output {(m0, r0), (m00, r00)} such that (m0, r0) 6= (m00, r00) and

Hash(hk0,m0, r0) = Hash(hk0,m00, r00) for paramch
c. In order to use A to solve this problem

instance, the simulator S needs to simulate the challenger C and oracles to play Gameforge

with A. S runs as follow:

Setup. Simulator S picks a hash function H. H will be modeled as a random oracle. S

picks {h1, h2, · · · , hp} $ DH as the qh responses of the random oracle. S gives random

coin � to A. Hash function H and paramch
c are set as system parameter.

Oracle Simulation. S simulates the oracles as follow:

• RO(?): Assume the adversary A can only queries RO qr times (qr � 1). S

randomly picks an index I 2 [1, · · · , qr]. For index I, S assigns hkc to index I as the

public key. For other indexes, S generates the public key and secret key according

to the KeyGen algorithm. Upon the jth query, S returns the corresponding public

key.

• CO(pk): On input a public key pk returned by RO oracle, S first checks whether it
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corresponds to the index I. If yes, S aborts. Otherwise, S returns the corresponding

secret key sk.

• SO(µ, Lpk, pk⇡): When A queries SO on message µ, a list of public keys Lpk =

{pk1, · · · , pk`} and the public key for the signer pk⇡ where pk⇡ 2 Lpk, S simulates

SO as follow:

– If pk⇡ 6= pkI , S runs Signing(sk⇡, µ, Lpk) where the output of the random

oracle will be programmed as the first hi 2 {h1, h2, · · · , hp} that has not been

used yet. S returns the signature � to A;

– If pk⇡ = pkI , for i 2 [1, · · · , `] and pki = hki, S samples mi, ri

and computes Ci = Hash(hki,mi, ri). S then programs random oracle as

H(µ,C1, · · · , C`) = m1 � · · ·�m`.

• Random Oracle H: For a query input that has already been programmed, S returns

the corresponding output. Otherwise, the output of the random oracle will be the

first hi 2 {h1, h2, · · · , hp} that has not been used yet. S will record all the queries

to the random oracle in a table, in case same query is issued twice.

Output. Finally, the adversary A will finish running and output a forgery (µ⇤, �⇤, L⇤pk)

with probability � such that Verification(µ⇤, �⇤, L⇤pk) = accept; (µ⇤, L⇤pk) has not been

queried by A for signature; and no public key in L⇤pk has been input to CO. If pkI /2 L⇤pk,

S aborts.

Simulator S then uses the forgery (µ⇤, �⇤, L⇤pk) to solve the problem instance. S

phrases �⇤ to {(m⇤1, r⇤1), · · · , (m⇤` , r⇤` )} and denotes m⇤1 � · · · � m⇤` by h⇤. Notice that

with probability 1 � 1
|DH| , h

⇤ will be one of the hi 2 {h1, · · · , hp} or the hash outputs

from the SO queries. Since if the random oracle was not queried or programmed

on some input, the probability for A to produce a {(m⇤1, r⇤1), · · · , (m⇤` , r⇤` )} such that
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m⇤1 � · · · � m⇤` = H(µ⇤, C⇤1 , · · · , C⇤` , L⇤pk) where C⇤i = Hash(pk⇤i ,m
⇤
i , r
⇤
i ) is 1

|DH| . The

probability for A to produce a forgery is �. Thus, the probability for A outputs a forgery

(µ⇤, �⇤, L⇤pk) and h⇤ = H(µ⇤, C⇤1 , · · · , C⇤` , L⇤pk) has been queried in SO or RO is �� 1
|DH| .

Type 1 forgery: The first type of forgery is that, for the forgery (µ⇤, �⇤ = {(m⇤1, r⇤1), · · · ,

(m⇤` , r
⇤
` )}, L⇤pk), h⇤ is a response of random oracle H on H(µ0, C 01, · · · , C 0`0 , L0pk) during a

SO query. Then, we have

H(µ⇤, C⇤1 , · · · , C⇤` , L⇤pk) = H(µ0, C 01, · · · , C 0`0 , L0pk).

If µ⇤ 6= µ0, (C⇤1 , · · · , C⇤` ) 6= (C 01, · · · , C 0`0) or L0pk 6= L⇤pk, we find a collision to the hash

function. Thus, we must have µ⇤ = µ0, (C⇤1 , · · · , C⇤` ) = C 01, · · · , C 0`0 and L0pk = L⇤pk. Since

we require that (µ⇤, L⇤pk) has not been queried by A for signature. Type 1 forgery is not a

valid forgery.

Type 2 forgery: The second type of forgery is that, h⇤ = m1 � · · · � m` is a response

of a RO query issued by A. We store the forgery (µ⇤, �⇤ = {(m⇤1, r⇤1), · · · , (m⇤` , r⇤` )},

L⇤pk). Assume h⇤ = hi where hi 2 {h1, · · · , hp}, picks new h0i, · · · , h0p  $ DH . S then

run Gameforge again on (hkc, paramch
c, ,�, h1, · · · , hi�1, h0i, · · · , h0p). According to the

General Forking Lemma, we obtain that h0i 6= hi and the adversary A uses the new random

oracle response h0i in its forgery is at least

Pr = acc(
acc

qs + qh
� 1

|DH|
),

where

acc =
1

qr � qc
(� � 1

|DH|
� 1

qr
).

That is, with the same probability, A will output a forgery {µ0, �0 = {(m01, r01), · · · ,

(m0`0 , r
0
`0)}, L0pk} and µ⇤ = µ0, (C⇤1 , · · · , C⇤` ) = (C 01, · · · , C 0`0), L0pk = L⇤pk. Thus, ` = `0.
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Assuming pkI = pkj 2 L⇤pk(L
0
pk), at least with probability 1

` , S has m⇤j 6= m0j . Since

C⇤j = Cj , S finds a collision (m⇤j , r
⇤
j ), (m

0
j, r
0
j).

The probability for S aborting during SO is no more than 1
qr

. The probability for S not

aborting during output is no less than 1
qr�qc . Thus, the probability for S solving problem

instance is no less than

(1� 1

qr
)(

1

qr � qc
) · Pr

which is non-negligible.

Theorem 5.1.2 (Anonymity) Our ring signature scheme is unconditional anonymous.

Proof 8 When Gameanon is played between challenger C and adversary A, for each RO

query, KeyGen algorithm runs and public key pk = hk is returned. For each CO(pk)

query, secret key sk = tr corresponding to hk will be returned. If adversary A ask for a

signature on message µ and ring {pk1, · · · , pk`}, C will random samples ⇡  $ [1, · · · , `]

and signs µ using sk⇡.

The signature will be in the form of � = {(m1, r1), · · · , (m`, r`)}. Assume the

signer of the signature is s⇡, for i 6= ⇡, mi and ri are sampled by S . For i = ⇡,

m⇡ = m1 � · · · � m⇡�1 � m⇡+1 � · · · � m` � H(µ,C0, · · · , C`), r⇡ is generated by

Inv(hk⇡, tr⇡, C⇡,m⇡). Since mi (i 6= ⇡) is uniformly sampled and H is a hash function,

the distribution of m⇡ should be also uniform over {0, 1}k. According to the requirements

of CH+, the distribution of r⇡ is within negl(l) statistical distance from the distribution S

used to sample other randomness. Thus, the best way for an adversary to win this game is

to make a guess. The probability for adversary to make a successful guess is no more than
1
` . Thus, the advantage adv

anon
A of an adversary should be negligible. Our ring signature

scheme is unconditional anonymous.
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A New Framework for Linkable Ring Signatures

Our linkable ring signature is constructed as follows:

• Setup(1�) ! param: On input the security parameter 1�, this algorithm chooses

two hash functions H and H1. It also runs Setup(1�) ! paramch and selects a

one-time signature scheme ⇧OTS = {OKeygen,OSign,OVer}.

• KeyGen! (sk, pk): This algorithm first generates (hk, tr) TrapGen(1�). It also

generates a pair of ⇧OTS public key and secret key (opk, osk)  OKeygen(1�) and

computes mk = H1(opk). It then computes hk0 = hk � mk. Finally, it sets public

key pk = hk0 and secret key sk = {tr, opk, osk}.

• Signing(sk⇡, µ, Lpk) ! �: On input a message µ, a list of user public keys Lpk =

{pk1, · · · , pk`}, and a signing key sk⇡ = {tr⇡, opk⇡, osk⇡} of pk⇡ = hk0⇡ 2 Lpk, the

signing algorithm runs as follow:

1. Compute mk⇡ = H1(opk⇡).

2. For i 2 [1, · · · , n] and i 6= ⇡, pick mi and ri at random. Compute hki =

hk0i �mk⇡ and Ci = Hash(hki,mi, ri). For i = ⇡, pick C⇡ at random.

3. Compute m⇡ such that m1 � · · ·�m⇡ � · · ·�m` = H(µ,C1, · · · , C`, Lpk).

4. Given m⇡ and C⇡, compute r⇡  Inv(hk⇡, tr⇡, C⇡,m⇡).

5. Compute one-time signature sig=OSign(osk⇡; (m1, r1), · · · , (m`, r`),Lpk,

opk⇡).

The linkable ring signature of µ and Lpk is �={(m1, r1), · · · , (m`, r`), opk⇡, sig}.

• Verification(µ, �, Lpk)! accept/reject: On input a message µ, a signature � and a
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list of user public keys Lpk = {hk01, · · · , hk0`}, the verification algorithm first phrases

� = {(m1, r1), · · · , (m`, r`), opk, sig}. This algorithm runs as follow:

1. It first computes mk = H1(opk). It also computes hki = hk0i � mk and

Ci = Hash(hki,mi, ri) for all i 2 [1, · · · , `];

2. It checks whether m1 � · · ·�m` = H (µ,C1, · · · , C`, Lpk);

3. Verify the signature via OVer(opk; sig; (m1, r1), · · · , (m`, r`), Lpk, opk).

If all pass, output accept. Otherwise, output reject.

• Link(�1, �2, µ1, µ2, L
(1)
pk , L

(2)
pk ) ! linked/unlinked: On input two message signature

pairs (µ1, �1) and (µ2, �2), this algorithm first checks the validity of signatures

�1 and �2. If Verify(µ1, �1, L
(1)
pk ) ! accept and Verify(µ2, �2, L

(2)
pk ) !

accept, it phrases �1={(m(1)
1 ,r(1)1 ), · · · ,(m(1)

` , r(1)` ), opk1,sig1} and �2 =

{(m(2)
1 , r(2)1 ), · · · , (m(2)

` , r(2)` ), opk2, sig2}. The algorithm outputs linked if opk1 =

opk2. Otherwise, output unlinked.

Our generic ring signature scheme and linkable signature scheme are both secure under

random oracle model.

Security Proof for Linkable Ring Signature Scheme

Theorem 5.1.3 (Anonymity) Our linkable ring signature scheme is anonymous in

random oracle model if the second requirement in section 5.1.1 holds for CH+.

Proof 9 Assume there is a simulator S who plays Game⇤anon with adversary A as follow:

Setup. Simulator S runs Setup(1�) ! param and passes system parameter param to

adversary A.
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Oracle Simulation. For registration oracle RO(?), when adversary queries RO, S

samples pk uniformly at random from its possible range.

Challenge. A picks a list of user public keys Lpk = {pk1, pk2, · · · , pk`} and a message µ.

A sends (Lpk, µ) to S . S randomly picks ⇡ 2 {1, · · · , `}. S also generates a pair of ⇧OTS

public key and secret key (opk⇡, osk⇡)  OKeygen for pk⇡. For i = {1, · · · , `}, S first

computes pk0i = pki�H1(opk⇡). It also picks mi, ri and computes Ci = Hash(pk0i,mi, ri).

S programs H0(µ,C1, · · · , C`, Lpk) = m1 � · · · � m`. Finally, it computes one-time

signature sig = OSign(osk⇡; (m1, r1), · · · , (m`, r`), Lpk, opk⇡) and returns �={(m1, r1),

· · · , (m`, r`), opk⇡, sig} as signature.

For adversary A, A can not distinguish this game from the original one. Since in the

scheme, the signer public key pki is the result of the exclusive or of hki and H1(opki) where

H1(opki) is a hash output. Thus, A can not distinguish pk generated following the rule

from pk sampled uniformly at random from its possible range.

Case 1: In case 1, we have the distribution of hk statistically close to uniform over Rhk.

Thus for i = 1, · · · , `, all the pk0i = pki � H1(opk⇡) are indistinguishable from a true

hash key for A. The best way for A to win this game is to guess a ⇡⇤ 2 {1, · · · , `}. The

probability for ⇡⇤ = ⇡ is no more 1
` .

Case 2: In case 2, we have the distribution of the distribution of hk computationally close

to the uniform distribution and the probability for h̄k  $ Rhk and h̄k existing trapdoor

is negligible. Thus for i = 1, · · · , `, all pk0i = pki � H1(opk⇡) are computationally

indistinguishable from a true hash key for A. Since pk0i can be considered as sampled

uniformly at random from Rhk, the probability for pk0i having trapdoor is negligible. Thus

for A, the best way wining this game is to guess a ⇡⇤ 2 {1, · · · , `}. The probability for

⇡⇤ = ⇡ is no more 1
` .
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The advantage adv
anon
A in this game is negligible. Our scheme is anonymous.

Theorem 5.1.4 (Linkability) Our linkable ring signature is linkable in random oracle

model if CH+ is collision resistant.

Proof 10 Assume there is an adversary A who can successfully forge a linkable ring

signature with probability � by making at most qr queries to RO oracle, qc queries to

CO oracle, qs queries to SO oracle, and qh queries to random oracle H0. We define the

number of possible values in the output range of H0 as |DH|. Then we can construct

a simulator S who can break the collision resistance of CH+ with a non-negligible

probability.

S is given an instance as following: Given CH+ hash key hkc and CH+ parameter

paramch
c, it is asked to output {(m0, r0), (m00, r00)} such that (m0, r0) 6= (m00, r00) and

Hash(hkc,m0, r0) = Hash(hkc,m00, r00) for paramch
c. In order to use A to solve this

problem instance, the simulator S needs to simulate the challenger C and oracles to play

Gameforge with A. S runs as follow:

Setup. Simulator S picks two hash functions H0, H1 and sets as system parameter. H0

will be modeled as random oracle. S picks random coins  , � for S and A respectively.

Besides, S also picks {h1, h2, · · · , hp}
$ � DH0 as the qh responses of the random oracle

H0 and S also picks {h01, h02, · · · , h0t}
$ � DH1 as the q0h responses of the random oracle

H1. S gives random coin � to A. S sets H0, H1, paramch
c as public parameter.

Oracle Simulation. S simulates the oracles as follow:

• RO(?): Assume adversary A can only queries RO qr times (qr � 1). A random

picks an index I  $ [1, · · · , qr]. For index I, S sets pkI = hk0I = hkc � h0Q where

h0Q  $ {h01, h02, · · · , h0t}. For other index, S generates the public key and secret key
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according to the KeyGen algorithm where the output of the random oracle H1 will

be the first h0i 2 {h01, h02, · · · , h0t} that has not been used yet. Upon the jth query, S

returns the corresponding public key.

• CO(pk): On input a public key pk returned by RO oracle, S first checks whether

it corresponds to index I. If yes, S aborts. Otherwise, S returns the corresponding

secret key sk. According to the requirements, A is allowed to query this oracle no

more than k � 1 times.

• SO(µ, Lpk, pk⇡): When A queries SO on message µ, a list of public keys Lpk =

{pk1, · · · , pk`} and the public key for the signer pk⇡ where pk⇡ 2 Lpk, S simulates

SO as follow:

– If pk⇡ 6= pkI ,S runs Signing(sk⇡, µ, Lpk) where the output of the random

oracle H0 will be the first hi 2 {h1, h2, · · · , hp} that has not been used yet. S

returns the signature � to A;

– If pk⇡ = pkI , for i 2 [1, · · · , `], pki = hk0i, S runs OKeygen(1�) !

(opk⇡, osk⇡) and programs H1(opk⇡) as the first h0i 2 {h01, h02, · · · , ht} that

has not been used yet. computes hki = H1(opk⇡) � hk0i for i 2 [1, · · · , `]. S

samples mi, ri and computes Ci = Hash(hki,mi, ri). S then programs random

oracle H0 as H0(µ,C1, · · · , C`, Lpk) = m1 � · · ·�m`. S also computes one-

time signature sig = OSign(osk⇡; (m1, r1), · · · , (m`, r`), Lpk, opk). S returns

signature � = {(m1, r1), · · · , (m`, r`), opk⇡, sig}.

• Random Oracle H0 (H1): For query input that has already been programmed, S

returns the corresponding output. Otherwise, the output of the random oracle will

be the first hi 2 {h1, h2, · · · , hp}(h0i 2 {h01, · · · , h0t}) that has not been used yet.

S will record all the queries to the random oracle in a table, in case same query is
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issued twice.

Output. Adversary A outputs k sets {L(i)
pk , µi, �i} for i 2 [1, · · · , k]. These k sets should

satisfy that Verification(µi, �i, L
(i)
pk ) = accept ; A queried CO less than k times; and

Link(�i, �j, µi, µj, L
(i)
pk , L

(j)
pk ) = unlinked for i 6= j and i, j 2 [1, · · · , k]. Since A is

allowed query CO less than k times. At least one of the output signatures should be

generated from the secret key that A does not obtain. Assume �j , j 2 {1, · · · , k} is not

produced by the secret key A obtaining. If pkI /2 L(j)
pk and H1(opkj) = h0Q, abort.

The probability for pkI 2 L(j)
pk is no less than 1

qr
and the probability for H1(opkj) = h0Q

is no less than 1
q0
h

. In the following we use (µ⇤, �⇤, L⇤pk) to denote (µj, �j, L(j)
pk ). Simulator

S then uses the set (µ⇤, �⇤, L⇤pk) to break the collision resistance of CH+. S phrases �⇤ to

{(m⇤1, r⇤1), · · · , (m⇤` , r⇤` ), opk
⇤, sig⇤} and denotes m⇤1 � · · · �m⇤` by h⇤. Notice that with

probability 1� 1
|DH| , h

⇤ will be one of the hi 2 {h1, · · · , hp} or the hash outputs from the

SO queries. Since if the random oracle was not queried or programmed on some input,

the probability for A to produce a {(m⇤1, r⇤1), · · · , (m⇤` , r⇤` )} such that m⇤1 � · · · � m⇤` =

H(µ⇤, C⇤1 , · · · , C⇤` , L⇤pk) is 1
|DH| . The probability for A to produce a forgery is �. Thus, the

probability for A outputs a forgery (µ⇤, �⇤, L⇤pk) and h⇤ = H0(µ⇤, C⇤1 , · · · , C⇤` , L⇤pk) has

been queried in SO or RO is � � 1
|DH| .

Type 1 forgery: The first type of forgery is that, for the forgery (µ⇤,�⇤ = {(m⇤1, r⇤1), · · · ,

(m⇤` , r
⇤
` ), opk

⇤,sig⇤},L⇤pk), m⇤1 � · · · � m⇤` = H(µ⇤, C⇤1 , · · · , C⇤` , L⇤pk) is a response of

random oracle H0 on H0(µ0, C 01, · · · , C 0`0 , L0pk) during a SO query. Then, we have

H0(µ
⇤, C⇤1 , · · · , C⇤` , L⇤pk) = H0(µ

0, C 01, · · · , C 0`0 , L0pk)

If µ⇤ 6= µ0, (C⇤1 , · · · , C⇤` ) 6= (C 01, · · · , C 0`0) or L0pk 6= L⇤pk, we find a collision of the hash

function. Thus, we must have µ⇤ = µ0, (C⇤1 , · · · , C⇤` ) = C 01, · · · , C 0`0 and L0pk = L⇤pk. Since
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we require that (µ⇤, L⇤pk) has not been queried by A for signature. Type 1 forgery is not a

valid forgery.

Type 2 forgery: The second type of forgery is that, h⇤ = m⇤1 � · · · �m⇤` is a response of

a RO query issued by A. We store the forgery (µ⇤, �⇤={(m⇤1, r⇤1), · · · , (m⇤` , r⇤` ), opk
⇤,

sig⇤},L⇤pk). Assume h⇤ = hi where hi 2 {h1, · · · , hp}, picks new h00i , · · · , h00p  $ DH . S

then run Gameforge again on (hkc, paramch
c,  , �, h1, · · · , hi�1, h00i , · · · ,h00p). According to

the General Forking Lemma, we obtain that h00i 6= hi and the adversary A uses the random

oracle response h00i in its forgery is at least

Pr = acc(
acc

qs + qh
� 1

|DH|
),

where acc = (1 � 1
qr
) 1
qr·q0h

(� � 1
|DH|). Which means that with the same probability, A

will output a forgery {µ0, �0 = {(m01, r01), · · · , (m`0 , r`0), opk
0, sig0}, L0pk} and µ⇤ = µ0,

(C⇤1 , · · · , C⇤` )= (C 01, · · · , C 0`0), L0pk = L⇤pk, and opk0 = opk⇤. Thus, ` = `0. At least with

probability 1
` , m⇤I 6= m0I . Since C⇤I = C 0I , S has Hash(hkc,m⇤I , r⇤I) = Hash(hkc,m0I , r

0
I).

(m⇤I , r
⇤
I) and (m0I , r

0
I) is a collision for hash key hkc.

The probability for S aborting during CO is no more than 1
qr

. The probability for S not

aborting during output is no less than 1
qr
. 1
q0
h

. Thus, the probability for S solving problem

instance is no less than (1� 1
qr
) 1
qr·q0h

· Pr which is non-negligible.

Theorem 5.1.5 (Nonslanderability) Our linkable ring signature is nonslanderable in

random oracle model if the one-time signature scheme ⇧OTS is one-time unforgeable.

Proof 11 Assume there is an adversary A who can win Gameslander with probability �.

Then we can construct a simulator S who can break the unforgeability of the one-time

signature ⇧OTS used in our construction also with probability �.
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S is given a ⇧OTS public key opk0 and is allowed to query the signature sig0 of a message

m0 once for any message of its choosing. S is said breaking the unforgeability of ⇧OTS if

it can produce (m00, sig00) such that (m00, sig00) 6= (m0, sig0) and OVer(opk0; sig00; m00 ) =

accept. In order to use A to break the unforgeability of ⇧OTS , the simulator S needs to

simulate the challenger C and oracles to play Gameslander with A. S runs as follow:

Setup. Simulator S picks two hash functions H0, H1. It also generates paramch  

Setup(1�). H0, H1, paramch and ⇧OTS will be set as system parameter.H0 and H1 will be

modeled as random oracles.

Oracle Simulation. S simulates the oracles as follow:

• RO(?): S uniformly samples hk0 and returns hk0 as the public key.

• CO(pk): On input a public key pk = hk0 returned by RO oracle, S first checks

whether it is an output of RO query. If yes, S runs OKeygen(1�) ! (opk, osk). S

runs TrapGen(1�) ! (hk, tr). S returns (tr, opk, osk) as secret key and programs

H1(opk) = hk� hk0.

• SO(µ, Lpk, pk⇡): When A queries SO on message µ, a list of public keys Lpk =

{pk1, · · · , pk`} and the public key for the signer pk⇡ where pk⇡ = hk0 2 Lpk, S

simulates SO as follow:

– If pk⇡ has been queried to CO oracle,S runs Signing(sk⇡, µ, Lpk) and returns

the signature � to A;

– If pk⇡ has not been queried to CO, S runs OKeygen(1�) ! (opk, osk). For

i 2 [1, · · · , `], pki = hk0i, S computes hki = hk0i � H1(opk). S samples

mi, ri and computes Ci = Hash(hki,mi, ri). S then programs random

oracle H0 as H0(µ,C1, · · · , C`, Lpk) = m1 � · · · � m`. S Computes one-
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time signature sig = OSign(osk; (m1, r1), · · · , (m`, r`), Lpk, opk). S returns

signature � = {(m1, r1), · · · , (m`, r`), opk, sig}.

• Random Oracle H0: For input that has already been programmed, S returns the

corresponding output. Otherwise, S randomly samples h0 and outputs h0. S will

record all the queries to the random oracle in a table, in case same query is issued

twice.

• Random Oracle H1: For input that has already been programmed, S returns the

programmed output. Otherwise, S randomly samples h1 and output h1. S will

record all the queries to the random oracle in a table, in case same query is issued

twice.

Challenge. A sends a list of public keys L0pk = {pk1, · · · , pk`}, message µ and public key

pk⇡ 2 Lpk. According to the requirements, pk⇡ should not been queried to CO or as an

insider to SO. Thus, there is no one-time signatures keys chosen for pk⇡ yet. S takes opk0

as the one-time signature public key for pk⇡. For i 2 [1, · · · , `], pki = hk0i, S computes

hki = hk0i � H1(opk
0). S samples mi,ri and computes Ci = Hash(hki,mi, ri). S then

programs random oracle H0 as H0(µ,C1, · · · , C`, Lpk) = m1� · · ·�m`. Then, S queries

for the one-time signature sig0 of message ⌫ 0 = {(m1, r1), · · · , (m`, r`), L0pk, opk
0)}. S

returns �0 = {(m1, r1), · · · , (m`, r`), opk
0, sig0} to A.

Output. A outputs a list of public keys L⇤pk, message µ⇤, and a signature �⇤ such that

Verify(µ⇤, �⇤, L⇤pk) = accept, Link(�, �⇤, µ, µ⇤, L0

pk, L
⇤
pk) = linked.

Simulator S then use (L⇤pk, µ
⇤, �⇤) to break the unforgeability of ⇧OTS . S phrases

�⇤ = {(m⇤1, r⇤1), · · · , (m⇤`0 , r⇤`0), opk
⇤, sig⇤}. Since Link(�, �⇤, µ, µ⇤, L0

pk, L⇤pk) = linked,

we must have opk0 = opk⇤ and OVer(opk⇤; sig⇤; (m⇤1, r
⇤
1), · · · , (m⇤`0 , r⇤`0),L⇤pk, opk

⇤) =

accept. Since �⇤, L⇤pk must be different from �0, L0pk. S obtains a one-time message
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signature pair where message is ⌫⇤ = {(m⇤1, r⇤1), · · · , (m⇤`0 , r
⇤
`0), L⇤pk, opk⇤} 6= ⌫ 0 in

challenge. sig⇤ is a valid one-time signature for opk0 and ⌫⇤. S breaks the unforgeability

of ⇧OTS .

According to Theorem 2.6.1, our linkable ring signature scheme has nonsladerability

and linkability. Thus, it is also unforgeable.

For the two security requirements of our ring signature scheme, both of them achieve

the strongest security notions. Specifically, the unforgeability of our ring signature scheme

allows chosen key attack to the signing oracle and chosen subring attack to the target

signature. The anonymity of our ring signature scheme is unconditional and allow chosen

key attack. For our linkable ring signature scheme, the unforgeability and linkability

allows chosen key attack to the signing oracle and chosen subring attack to the target

signature. The scheme is anonymous under chosen subring attack and the slanderability

of our linkable ring signature scheme allows chosen key attack.

5.1.2 Instantiations from Lattice

In this section, we will show how to build CH+ from standard lattice problems and from

NTRU assumptions.

Instantiation of CH+ from Standard Lattice

Here we present our first instantiation of CH+ from standard lattice.

Setup(1�) ! H: On input the security parameter 1�, this algorithm randomly samples a

matrix H $ Zn⇥k
q . The matrix H will be an implicit input to Hash and Inv algorithm.

TrapGen(1�) ! (A,T): This algorithm runs GenBasis (1n, 1m, q) ! (A,T) where

A 2 Zn⇥m
q is a parity-check matrix and T is a ‘good’ trapdoor basis of ⇤?(A).

Hash(A,b, r) ! c: On input hash key A, binary message vector b 2 {0, 1}k and
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randomness vector r Dm
s , this algorithm computes c = Hb+Ar and returns c.

Inv(A,T, c,b0)! r
0: On input hash key A 2 Zn⇥m

q and its trapdoor T, a vector c 2 Zn
q ,

a binary vector b0 2 {0, 1}k, it computes u = c �Hb
0 and r

0 = PreSample(A,T,u, s0)

where s = s0!(
p
log n).

Now we argue that this instantiation satisfies our requirements of CH+ in Section 5.1.1.

• Our instantiation is collision resistant and one-way if SISq,n,m0,� and ISISq,n,m0,� are

hard for m0 = m+ k, � =
p
8ms2 + 2k and � =

p
4ms2 + k respectively.

• For the second requirement, according to Theorem 2.2.1, we have the distribution

of parity-check matrix A 2 Zn⇥m
q generated from GenBasis algorithm is within

negl(n) far from uniform. Thus, the distribution of A is statistically close to uniform

in Zn⇥m
q . Our instantiation satisfies the second requirement.

• For the third requirement, this instantiation requires that randomness vector r is

sampled from Gaussian distribution Dm
s . According to Theorem 2.2.1, if we set

deviation s appropriately (i.e., greater than the smooth parameter of T, see [43]),

the random vector r0 sampled by algorithm Inv is within negl(n) statistical distance

of Dm
s . Thus our instantiation satisfies the third requirement.

Instantiation of CH+ from NTRU

The FALCON-based CH+ scheme consists of following algorithms:

Setup(1�) ! (h, Db, Dr): On input the security parameter 1�, this algorithm firstly sets

up the polynomial ring Rq and samples h $ Rq. It also sets related distributions:

• Db: a uniform distribution over Rq with binary coefficients;

• Dr: a discrete Gaussian distribution over Rq ⇥Rq.
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TrapGen(1�)! (a,T): This algorithm takes security parameter 1� as input and then runs

FALCON key generation function to obtain a tuple (a,T) where the public description of

CH+, namely, a = g/f is computationally indistinguishable from uniform over Rq under

NTRU assumption; T :=


f g

f̄ ḡ

�
is the trapdoor of a.

Hash(a,b, r) ! c: On input a hash key a, a binary message string b 2 Db and

randomness r := (r0, r1) 2 Dr, this algorithm returns a hash output c := r0+ar1+hb 2

Rq.

Inv(a,T, c,b0) ! r
0: On input hash key a, its trapdoor T, a ring element c and a binary

message b0, this algorithm first computes u = c�b
0
h. It then generates a falcon signature

r
0 := (r00, r

0
1) on u such that r00+r

0
1a = u. It returns r0 2 Dr such that Hash(a,b0, r0) = c.

The distribution of r
0 will be identical to the distribution of r used in Hash due to the

property of GPV sampler.

This instantiation satisfies our requirements of CH+ in Section 5.1.1.

• The one-wayness and collision resistance of this instantiation is based on

NTRU assumption, R-SIS and R-ISIS. According to NTRU assumption, a is

computationally close to uniform. For a R-SIS3,q,� problem instance2 {e1, e2, e3},

we can compute {1, a0,h0} = {e1
e1
, e2e1 ,

e3
e1
}. a0 should be indistinguishable with a real

hash key a. By obtaining a collision {r(0)0 , r(0)1 ,b(0)}, {r(1)0 , r(1)1 ,b(1)} on hash key

a
0 and public parameter h0. We have

((r(0)0 � r
(1)
0 ) + a

0(r(0)1 � r
(1)
1 ) + h

0(b(0) � b
(1))) = 0.

We find a solution to the problem instance {e1, e2, e3}. We can use the similar way

to argue the one-wayness of NTRU instantiation.
2 We require at least one of the three elements is invertible over Rq . For FALCON-512, the probability is

(1� 1/q)N ⇡ 96%.
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• Under NTRU assumption, FALCON public key is computationally indistinguishable

from uniform; and the probability that a uniform sampled ring element ā  $ Rq

having a FALCON trapdoor is negligible.

• FALCON is essentially a GPV sampler over NTRU. Therefore, according to Theorem

2.2.1, if the deviation s of Dr is greater than the smoothing parameter, then r
0

generated by algorithm Inv will be within negl(n) statistical distance of D⇤?
u (a),s.

Thus our instantiation satisfies the third requirement.

Full Description of RAPTOR

Now we are ready to present our instantiation. FALCON works over a polynomial ring

Rq := Zq[x]/(xn + 1) for n 2 {512, 1024} and q = 12289. There is a third parameter set

with a different, more complicated polynomial ring. For simplicity, we omit this parameter

set.

• Setup(1�) ! param: On input the security parameter 1�, this algorithm chooses

a hash function H: {⇤} ! {0, 1}n, a suitable R and distributions Db, Dr for

the security level, where Db := {0, 1}256, Dr := D2
R,⌘, D is a discrete Gaussian

distribution over R with deviation ⌘, and ⌘ ⇡ 1.17
p
q is the smooth parameter. It

also picks a public polynomial h $ Rq at random as paramch.

• KeyGen! (sk, pk): This algorithm firstly generates (a, f ,g, f̄ , ḡ)  

FALCON.KeyGen (param) where

1. a = g/f 2 Rq,

2. f ⇥ ḡ � g ⇥ f̄ = q,

3. k(f ,g)k and k(f̄ , ḡ)k are small.
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Then it sets public key pk = {a} and secret key sk = {f ,g, f̄ , ḡ}.

• Signing(sk⇡, µ, Lpk) ! �: On input message µ, list of user public keys Lpk =

{pk1, · · · , pk`}, and signing key sk⇡ = {f⇡,g⇡, f̄⇡, ḡ⇡} of pk⇡ = {a⇡}, and the

system parameter param, the signing algorithm runs as follow:

1. For i 2 [1, · · · , `] and i 6= ⇡, picks bi  $ {0, 1}256 and (ri,0, ri,1)  D2
R,⌘.

Compute ci = ri,0 + airi,1 + hbi.

2. For i = ⇡, pick c⇡  $ Rq.

3. Compute b⇡ such that

b1 � · · ·� b⇡ � · · ·� b` = H(µ, c1, · · · , c`).

4. Set u⇡ = c⇡ � hb⇡.

5. Compute (r⇡,0, r⇡,1) = FALCON.sign(a⇡, sk⇡;u⇡) such that r⇡,0+r⇡,1a⇡ = u⇡.

The ring signature of µ and Lpk is � = {(ri,0, ri,1,bi)}`i=1.

• Verification(µ, �, Lpk)! accept/reject: On input message µ, signature � and a list

of user public keys Lpk, the verification algorithm performs as follows:

1. phrases � = {(ri,0, ri,1,bi)}`i=1;

2. checks whether for each tuple of (ri,0, ri,1,bi), kri,0k, kri,1k  B1 and bi 2

Db; outputs reject if not.

3. computes ci = ri,0 + airi,1 + hbi for all i 2 [1, · · · , `] and checks whether

b1 � · · ·� b` = H(µ, c1, · · · , c`); outputs reject if not.

4. outputs accept.
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For a legitimately produced ring signature �, each (ri,0, ri,1) pair should be distributed

according to D2
R,⌘, thus the acceptance bound B1 of ri,0, ri,1 should be ⌫⌘

p
n where ⌫ is

set such that kri,0k, kri,1k  B1 with probability 1� 2�l Lemma 2.2.1.

Full Description of Linkable RAPTOR

Here we present the full description of linkable RAPTOR. FALCON works over a

polynomial ring Rq := Zq[x]/(xn + 1) for n 2 {512, 1024} and q = 12289. There is

a third parameter set with a different, more complicated polynomial ring. For simplicity,

we omit this parameter set. For easiness of implementation, we will also use FALCON to

instantiate ⇧OTS .

• Setup(1�) ! param: On input the security parameter 1�, this algorithm chooses

a hash function H: {⇤} ! {0, 1}n, a suitable Rq and distributions Db, Dr for the

security level, where Db := {0, 1}256, Dr := D2
Rq ,⌘, DRq ,⌘ is a discrete Gaussian

distribution over Rq with deviation ⌘, and ⌘ ⇡ 1.17
p
q is the smooth parameter. It

also picks a public polynomial h  $ Rq at random as paramch. It also chooses a

hash function H1: {⇤}! Rq.

• KeyGen! (sk, pk): This algorithm runs as follow

1. (a, f ,g, f̄ , ḡ) FALCON.KeyGen (param);

2. (aots, fots,gots, f̄ots, ḡots) FALCON.KeyGen(param);

3. set a0 := a+H1(aots) mod q.

The public key pk = a
0 and secret key sk = {f ,g, f̄ , ḡ, fots,gots, f̄ots, ḡots, aots}.

• Signing(sk⇡, µ, Lpk) ! �: On input message µ, list of user public keys Lpk =

{pk1, · · · , pk`}, and signing key sk⇡ = {f⇡,g⇡, f̄⇡, ḡ⇡, fots,gots, f̄ots, ḡots, aots} of
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pk⇡ = a
0
⇡, and the system parameter param, the signing algorithm runs as follow:

1. For i 2 [1, · · · , `], compute ai = a
0
i �H1(aots) mod q.

2. For i 2 [1, · · · , `] and i 6= ⇡, picks bi  $ {0, 1}256 and (ri,0, ri,1)  D2
Rq ,⌘.

Compute ci = ri,0 + airi,1 + hibi.

3. For i = ⇡, pick c⇡  $ Rq.

4. Compute b⇡ such that b1 � · · ·� b⇡ � · · ·� b` = H(µ, c1, · · · , c`).

5. Set u⇡ = c⇡ � hb⇡.

6. Set (r⇡,0, r⇡,1) = FALCON.sign(a⇡, (f⇡,g⇡, f̄⇡, ḡ⇡);u⇡) such that r⇡,0 +

r⇡,1a⇡ = u⇡.

7. Compute sig := FALCON.sign (aots, (fots, gots, f̄ots, ḡots); ({ri,0, ri,1,bi}`i=1,{a0i}`i=1,

aots)).

The ring signature of µ and Lpk is � ={{ri,0, ri,1, bi}`i=1, aots, sig}.

• Verification(µ, �, Lpk)! accept/reject: On input message µ, signature � and a list

of user public keys Lpk, the verification algorithm performs as follows:

1. phrases �={{ri,0, ri,1,bi}`i=1, aots, sig};

2. For i 2 [1, · · · , `], compute ai = a
0
i �H1(aots) mod q;

3. checks whether for each tuple of (ri,0, ri,1,bi), kri,0k, kri,1k  B1 and bi 2

Db; outputs reject if not.

4. computes ci = ri,0 + airi,1 + hibi for all i 2 [1, · · · , `] and checks whether

b1 � · · ·� b` = H(µ, c1, · · · , c`); outputs reject if not.
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5. verifies sig is a signature for ({ri,0, ri,1,bi}`i=1, {a0i}`i=1, aots) with public key

aots; outputs reject if fails.

6. outputs accept.

• Link(�1, �2, µ1, µ2, L
(1)
pk , L

(2)
pk ) ! linked/unlinked: On input two message signature

pairs (µ1, �1) and (µ2, �2), this algorithm first checks the validity of signatures �1

and �2. It then phrases �1={{r(1)i,0 , r(1)i,1 , b
(1)
i }`i=1, a

(1)
ots, sig1} and �2= {{r(2)i,0 , r(2)i,1 ,

b
(2)
i }`0i=1, a(2)

ots, sig2}. This algorithm outputs linked if a(1)
ots = a

(2)
ots. Otherwise, output

unlinked.

For a legitimately produced ring signature �, each (ri,0, ri,1) pair should be distributed

according to D2
Rq ,⌘, thus the acceptance bound B1 of ri,0, ri,1 should be ⌫⌘

p
n where ⌫ is

set such that kri,0k, kri,1k  B1 with probability 1� 2�100 according to Lemma 2.2.1.

Note that in this implementation we use additions and subtractions over the Rq

instead of bit-wise XOR operations. Under the random oracle model H1(aots) will

output a random ring element. This creates a perfect one-time mask that assures a
0 is

indistinguishable from random.

5.1.3 Parameters and Implementation

Here we give some parameter figures for RAPTOR-512, instantiated with FALCON-512.

Our RAPTOR-512 uses a signature size of (617⇥ 2 + 32)` ⇡ 1.26` kilo bytes, where ` is

the number of users in a signature. This is because, for each tuple {ri,0, ri,1,bi} within a

ring signature, we need a pair of ri,0 and ri,1, each of 617 bytes, and an additional 32 bytes

for bi to avoid any search attacks [49]. This parameter set yields 114 bits security against

classical attackers, and 103 bits security against quantum attackers, under the BKZ2.0

framework [27] with (quantum) sieving algorithm [4, 61].
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As for linkable RAPTOR-512, we need an additional FALCON public key and signature

which is of size 897 + 617 ⇡ 1.5 kilo bytes. This accounts for a total of (1.3` + 1.5) kilo

bytes.

For conservative purpose, one may also choose FALCON-1024 for better security, which

results in a signature size of 2.5` kilo bytes for RAPTOR-1024, and (2.5` + 3) kilo bytes

for linkable RAPTOR-1024. The security level for both schemes will be over 256 bits.

We implemented RAPTOR-512 on a typical laptop with an Intel 6600U processor.

The performance is shown in Tables 5.1(a) and 5.1(b). Our source code is available at

[98]. This is a proof-of-concept implementation. We did not take into account potential

optimizations such as NTT-based ring multiplication and AVX-2 instructions. We leave

those to future work.

5.1.4 Known Attacks of RAPTOR

The NTRU assumption and the security of FALCON signature has been extensively

studied in the literature [55, 27, 3, 32, 34, 40]. Here we consider the hardness of inverting

the CH+. We note that the attack described here does not work for the FALCON parameters.

Indeed, this attack is strictly less efficient than forging a FALCON signature, or recovering

the secret keys directly.

Our CH+ is defined as c = r0 + ar1 + hb mod q. Therefore, one may build a lattice

with basis

2

4
qI
a I
1
↵h 0 1

↵I

3

5 where the vector (r0, r1,↵b) is a close vector to (c, 0, 0); ↵ is a

scaling factor of roughly ⇠ ⌘. Note that solving the CVP here is not equivalent to finding

a pre-image. Our b is a binary vector, therefore, to have a successful forgery we will also

require the third part of the output to be in the form of ↵ multiplying a binary vector.

It is easy to see that, even if we relax above the requirement, solving this CVP is still
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harder than forging a FALCON signature, i.e., solving some CVP for

qI
a I

�
where the

root Hermite factor is a lot larger than that of attacks on the CH+ scheme.

5.2 (Linkable) Ring Signature from Hash-Then-One-
Way Signature

In this section, we first revisit AOS generic method for ring signatures. While they

provide a generic approach to construct ring signatures, in their paper, security proofs are

only given to the concrete examples. In other words, if one is to instantiate the AOS generic

method from other cryptographic setting, a new security proof is needed. Observing this

limitation, we give a security proof for the generic AOS transformation from Type-H

signature scheme to ring signature schemes. Moreover, in the original paper, the security

of its RSA instantiation is based on the one-wayness of the RSA trapdoor function. In our

new proof, we instead rely on the unforgeability of the underlying Type-H signature. Also,

different from the unforgeability security model in [1], we use a strengthened model that

allows for both a corruption oracle and a signing oracle with adversarially chosen keys.

We then extend AOS framework to its linkable variant. Borrowing the idea from [69],

we adopt a one-time signature scheme (⇧OTS). We build a generic method of constructing

linkable ring signature based on ⇧OTS and Type-H signature with uniform distributed

public key. During the key generation procedure, in addition to the public key and

secret key pair (pk, sk), each signer also generates a pair of public key and secret key

(opk, osk) of a one-time signature. The signer then computes PK = pk � Hash(opk) for

some appropriate hash function Hash(·). The new public key is PK and the secret key is

SK = (sk, opk, osk).

Suppose a signer with public key PK⇡ wants to sign a message µ on behalf of a group

of signers LPK = {PK1, · · · ,PK`} (⇡ 2 {1, · · · , `}). For each public key PKi in the
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group, the signer computes pk0i = PKi � Hash(opk). The signer then obtains a new

list of “public keys”, {pk01, · · · , pk0`}. Note that, for the signer, pk0⇡ is equivalent to the

original ring signature public key pk⇡. The signer then runs the ring signature’s signing

algorithm with inputs µ, sk⇡ and {pk01, · · · , pk0`} to obtain a ring signature �R. Next, it

signs {LPK, µ, �R, opk⇡} using the one-time signature scheme. Denote by sig the one-

time signature. The linkable ring signature is � = {�R, opk⇡, sig}.

The verification is similar to the non-linkable version, with an additional step to verify

the one-time signature.

Similar to [69], we also instantiate this generic linkable ring signature with NTRU lattice

using a NTRU-based Type-H signature scheme: FALCON [40].

Comparison with Other Lattice-Based (Linkable) Ring Signature Scheme

In this section, we give a brief overview of the difference between this work, Raptor [69]

and schemes from [13, 93]. We observe that at a high level, [13, 93] are both instantiations

of AOS framework from the lattice-based signature BLISS [31], a Three-move type (Type-

T) according to AOS’s terminology. There are mainly two drawbacks from the underlying

BLISS signature. First of all, for a lattice-based Type-T signature, a technique called

rejection sampling is always required to prevent the leakage of secret key from signatures.

Thus, ring signatures adopting BLISS require multiple iterations. Secondly, BLISS is

vulnerable to side-channel attacks [39] due to the usage of a Gaussian sampler.

Raptor [69] is a new generic framework for (linkable) ring signature based on RST

framework. Instead of relying on one-way trapdoor permutation as in the RST framework,

[69] firstly introduces a new primitive, named CH+, and then uses CH+ to construct

(linkable) ring signature scheme. They also showed how to build CH+ from one-way

trapdoor functions. Thus, their work allows instantiations from lattice-based one-way
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Table 5.3: Comparison of lattice-based (linkable) ring signature at security level � = 100.
[64] [93] [13] [38] [69] Our

Signature logarithm linear linear logarithm linear linearsize growth
linkability ⇥ X X ⇥ X X
Sig size for

37 MB 649 KB 585 KB 930 KB 82.7 KB 82.0 KB
26 users
28 users 48.1 MB 2.47 MB 2.34 MB 1132 KB 326.5 KB 318.9 KB
210 users 59.1 MB 9.77 MB 9.36 MB 1409 KB 1301.9 KB 1266.6 KB
212 users 70.2 MB 39 MB 37.4 MB 1492 KB 5203.3 KB 5057.5 KB

trapdoor function (rather than permutation). In this paper, we focus on the AOS framework

with Type-H signature. Note that there are already lattice-based Type-H signatures in

the literature. Comparing with Type-H signature, Type-H does not require rejection

sampling. Comparing with linkable Raptor, we are able to achieve a slightly smaller

signature size under the same assumption.

Contribution

We summarize our contributions as follows.

• We present a new security proof for the AOS generic construction of ring signatures

from Type-H signature schemes. In the original paper, proofs are only given for

concrete instantiations.

• Our proof is in a stronger security model which allows corruptions and a signing

oracle with adversarially chosen keys. As a side note, we reduce the security of

the generic construction to the unforgeability of the underlying Type-H signature

(instead of the one-wayness of the underling trapdoor function), which allows

generic constructions from any given Type-H digital signatures.

• We give a generic method of constructing linkable ring signature from Type-H

signatures with uniformly distributed public key. We also provide the security proofs

for the generic construction based on the security of underlying Type-H signature

scheme.
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• We instantiate the generic linkable ring signature from NTRU lattice and obtain

a post-quantum and efficient linkable ring signature scheme. Our scheme has the

shortest signature size when the ring size is reasonably small (i.e., less than 1024).

5.2.1 AOS Ring Signature Revisited

Recall that AOS’s generic method builds ring signature schemes from hash-then-

one-way type (Type-H) signature schemes. We first review the concept of (Type-H)

digital signatures. Specifically, in a Type-H signature, pk and sk, created from key

generation algorithm Gsig, are associated with a one-way trapdoor function and its trapdoor

respectively. Let F be a trapdoor one-way function and I be its inverse function. For any c

from appropriate domain, compute e = Fpk(c) is easy. However, given any e0, one cannot

find the preimage c0 such that e0 = Fpk(c0) in polynomial time without trapdoor. Secret key

sk can be considered as the trapdoor which allows one to efficiently compute one of the

preimages of e0. In signing algorithm Signing, Hash : {0, 1}⇤ ! � is a hash function that

hashes message µ and auxiliary information aux and I is the inverse function. Domain �

is supposed to be an abelian group. A Type-H digital signature has the following structure.

Signing(µ, sk)

1: c = Hash(µ, aux)
2: s = Isk(c)
3: return � = (s, aux).

Verification(�, µ, pk)

1: �
parsing����! (s, aux)

2: c = Hash(µ, aux)
3: e = Fpk(s)
4: return 1 if c = e,Otherwise, 0.
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We first recall the generic method of constructing ring signature schemes.

Ring Signatures from Type-H Digital Signatures

Let Hashi : {0, 1}⇤ ! �i be a hash function where �i is an abelian group. For

a, b 2 �i, let a + b denote the group operation and a � b be the group operation with

inverse of b. �i depends on pki in user public key list Lpk.

• Setup(1�)! param: On input security parameter 1�, this algorithm generates

system parameter param which includes hash function H . We assume param is

an implicit input to all the algorithms listed below.

• KeyGen! (sk, pk): This key generation algorithm generates the key pair using the

key generation function of a signature scheme of his choice (sk, pk) Gsig(param).

• Signing(sk⇡, µ, Lpk) ! �: On input message µ, a list of user public keys Lpk =

{pk1, · · · , pk`}, and signing key sk⇡. the signing algorithm runs as follow:

G� 1 (Initialization): Compute e⇡ = �, �  $ �⇡. Then compute c⇡+1 =

Hash⇡+1(Lpk, µ, e⇡).

G� 2 (Forward Sequence): For i = ⇡ + 1, · · · , `,1,· · · ,⇡ � 1, compute ei = ci +

Fi(si, pki),where si is randomly chosen. Then compute ci+1 = Hashi+1(Lpk, µ, ei).

G� 3 (Forming the Ring): s⇡ = I⇡(� � c⇡, sk⇡). Output signature � =

{c1, s1, · · · , s`} for message µ and public key list Lpk.

• Verification(µ, �, Lpk)! accept/reject: On input message µ, signature � and list

of user public keys Lpk = {pk1, · · · , pkn}, the verification algorithm runs as follow:

For i = 1, · · · , `, compute ei = ci + Fi(si, pki) and then computes ci+1 =

Hashi+1(Lpk, µ, ei) if i 6= `. Accept if c1 = Hash1(Lpk, µ, e`). Otherwise, reject.
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Security Analysis

In this section, we prove that the above generic construction is unconditional anonymous

and is unforgeable if the underlying signature scheme is unforgeable.

Theorem 5.2.1 (Anonymity) AOS ring signature scheme is unconditional anonymous.

Here we roughly sketch the proof below. RO can be perfectly simulated with properly

generated keys. The challenge signature will be created by programming the random

oracle without using the corresponding signing key. Specifically, the challenge signature

will be of the form � = {c1, s1, · · · , s`}. In the actual signing algorithm, s⇡ is generated

by I⇡(� � c⇡, sk⇡) while in the simulation, all si are sampled according to the output

distribution o Ii, and that ei = ci + Fi(si, pki), ci+1 = Hashi+1(Lpk, µ, ei), with

Hash1(Lpk, µ, e`) programmed to be c1 in the random oracle model. It is straightforward

to prove that the distribution of the simulated signature is the same as a real signature,

and that it is independent of the signer’s key. Therefore, the probability for adversary to

make a successful guess is no more than 1
` , meaning that the scheme is unconditionally

anonymous.

Theorem 5.2.2 (Unforgeability) AOS framework is unforgeable in random oracle model

if the underlying Type-H signature scheme is unforgeable.

Proof 12 Assume there is an adversary A who can successfully forge a ring signature

with probability � by making at most qr queries to RO oracle, qc queries to CO oracle,

qs queries to SO oracle, and qh queries to all the random oracles Hashi. Then we

can construct a simulator S who can break the unforgeability of the underlying Type-

H signature scheme with a non-negligible probability.

S is given a Type-H signature scheme public key pkc, it is asked to output �c such that �c

is a valid forgery for pkc. In order to use A to solve this problem instance, the simulator S
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needs to simulate the challenger C and oracles to play Gameforge with A. S runs as follow:

Setup. Simulator S picks hash functions Hashi: {0, 1}⇤ ! �i. Hashis will be modelled as

random oracles. Assume A queries random oracles in the form of Q = (k, Lpk, µ, ek�1)

where k is a index in Lpk. S returns Hashk(Lpk, µ, ek�1) to A.

S then randomly picks message µc and queries the challenger from the underlying forge

game for its hash value (or uses the underlying signature’s hash function to compute the

hash value). S receives hash value h0c.

Oracle Simulation. S simulates the oracles as follow:

• RO(?): Assume the adversary A can only queries RO qr times (qr � 1). S

randomly picks an index I 2 [1, · · · , qr]. For index I, S assigns pkc to index I

as the public key. For other indexes, S generates the public key and secret key

according to KeyGen. Upon the jth query, S returns the corresponding public key.

• CO(pk): On input a public key pk returned by RO oracle, S first checks whether it

corresponds to the index I. If yes, S aborts. Otherwise, S returns the corresponding

secret key sk.

• SO(µ, Lpk, pk⇡): When A queries SO on message µ, a list of public keys Lpk =

{pk1, · · · , pk`} and the public key for the signer pk⇡ where pk⇡ 2 Lpk, S simulates

SO as follow:

– If pk⇡ 6= pkI , S runs Signing(sk⇡, µ, Lpk)S returns the signature � to A;

– If pk⇡ = pkI , S randomly choose c1 from its range. For i 2 [1, · · · , `] and pki,

S samples si and computes ei = ci+Fi(si, pki), ci+1 = Hashi+1(Lpk, µ, ei). S

then programs random oracle as Hash1(Lpk, µ, e`) = c1. � = {c1, s1, · · · , s`}.
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• Random Oracle Q: At beginning of the simulation, S randomly picks v, u  $

[1, · · · , qh] (1  v  u  qh). During simulation, if Qv = (k + 1, Lpk, µ, ek),

Qu = (k, Lpk, µ, ek�1). S programs Hashk(Lpk, µ, ek�1) = ek�h0c. For other query,

if a query input that has already been programmed, S returns the corresponding

output. Otherwise, the output of the random oracle will be randomly sampled from

its range. S will record all the queries to the random oracle in a table, in case same

query is issued twice.

Output. Finally, A will output a forgery (µ⇤, �⇤, L⇤pk) with probability � such that

Verification(µ⇤, �⇤, L⇤pk) = accept; (µ⇤, L⇤pk) has not been queried by A for signature;

and no public key in L⇤pk has been input to CO. If A wants to successfully forge such

a ring signature, A must close a gap in e⇤t � c⇤t for some pkt 2 L⇤pk by first querying

Q⇤1 = (t + 1, L⇤pk, µ
⇤, e⇤t ), then querying Q⇤2 = (t, L⇤pk, µ

⇤, e⇤t�1). The probability for S

successfully guessing Qv = Q⇤1 and Qu = Q⇤2 during random oracle simulation should

be at least 1
qh2 . The probability for pkt = pkI should be at least 1

qr
. S then have

e⇤t � c⇤t = Ft(pkt, s
⇤
t ) = FI(pkI , s

⇤
t ). Since Q⇤1 = Qv and Q⇤2 = Qu, we have e⇤t � c⇤t = h0c

where h0c is the hash output of µc. S outputs (µc, s⇤t ) as a forgery.The probability for S to

output such a forgery is at least �
qh2·qr .

5.2.2 Our Generic Ring Signature with Linkability

In this section, we give our generic construction of linkable ring signatures. Our generic

construction mainly has two building blocks, namely, a Type-H signature scheme and a

one-time signature scheme ⇧OTS .

Same as AOS ring signature scheme, we have Hashi : {0, 1}⇤ ! �i being a hash

function where range �i is an abelian group. For a, b 2 �i, let a + b denote the group

operation and a � b be the group operation with inverse of b. �i depends on pki in user

public key list Lpk. Also, the distribution of public key pk of the underlying Type-H
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signature scheme should be uniformly distributed in its possible range. We emphasize

that, for RSA and one-way trapdoor functions in lattice [44, 40], their public keys are all

uniformly distributed.

• Setup(1�)! param: On input security parameter 1�, this algorithm generates

system parameter param which includes a hash function H . We assume param is an

implicit input to all the algorithms listed below. It also selects a one-time signature

scheme ⇧OTS = {OKeygen,OSign,OVer}

• KeyGen! (sk, pk): This key generation algorithm generates the key pairs using the

key generation function of a signature scheme of his choice (sk, pk) Gsig(param).

It also generates a pair of ⇧OTS public key and secret key (opk, osk)  

OKeygen(1�) and computes mk = Hash⇤(opk). It sets public key PK = pk � mk

and secret key SK = {sk, opk, osk}.

• Signing(SK⇡, µ, LPK)! �: On input message µ, a list of user public keys LPK =

{PK1, · · · ,PK`}, and signing key SK⇡ = {sk⇡, opk⇡, osk⇡}. For i 2 [1, · · · , `],

compute pki = PKi�mk⇡ where mk⇡ = Hash⇤(opk⇡). Signer obtains a new public

key list Lpk = {pk1, · · · , pk`}. The signing algorithm runs as follow:

G� 1 (Initialization): Compute e⇡ = � where �  $ �⇡. Then compute

c⇡+1 = Hash⇡+1(Lpk, µ, e⇡).

G� 2 (Forward Sequence): For i = ⇡ + 1, · · · , `, 1, · · · , ⇡ � 1, compute ei = ci +

Fi(si, pki) where si is randomly chosen. Then compute ci+1 = Hashi+1(Lpk, µ, ei).

G� 3 (Forming the Ring): s⇡ = I⇡(� � c⇡, sk⇡) Compute one-time

signature sig = OSign(osk⇡; (c1, s1, · · · , s`, LPK, opk⇡)). Output signature � =

{c1, s1, · · · , s`, sig, opk⇡} for message µ and public key list LPK.
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• Verification(µ, �, LPK)! accept/reject: On input message µ, signature � and list

of user public keys LPK = {PK1, · · · ,PKn}. Parse � to {c1, s1, · · · , s`, sig, opk}.

For i 2 [1, · · · , `], compute pki = PKi � mk⇡ where mk⇡ = Hash⇤(opk). The

verification algorithm runs as follow: for i = 1, · · · , `, compute ei = ci+Fi(si, pki)

and then computes ci+1 = Hashi+1(Lpk, µ, ei) if i 6= `. Continue if c1 =

Hash1(Lpk, µ, e`). Otherwise, reject.

Check whether OVer(opk; (c1, s1, · · · , s`, LPK, opk)) = 1. If not,output reject. If all

pass, output accept.

• Link(�1, �2, µ1, µ2, L
(1)
PK, L

(2)
PK)! linked/unlinked: On input two message signature

pairs (µ1, �1) and (µ2, �2), this algorithm first checks the validity of signatures �1

and �2. If Verification(µ1, �1, L
(1)
PK) ! accept and Verification(µ2, �2, L

(2)
PK) !

accept, it parses �1={c(1)1 , s(1)1 , · · · ,s(1)` , opk1,sig1} and �2 = {c(2)1 , s(2)1 , · · · ,s(2)` ,

opk2, sig2}. The algorithm outputs linked if opk1 = opk2. Otherwise, output

unlinked.

Security Analysis

Theorem 5.2.3 (Anonymity) The linkable ring signature is anonymous in random oracle

model if the underlying Type-H signature scheme and ⇧OTS are unforgeable.

Proof 13 Assume there is a simulator S who plays Game⇤anon with adversary A as follow:

Setup. Simulator S runs Setup(1�) ! param and passes system parameter param to

adversary A.

Oracle Simulation. For registration oracle RO(?), when adversary queries RO, S

samples PK uniformly at random from its possible range.
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Challenge. A picks a list of user public keys LPK = {PK1,PK2, · · · ,PK`} and a message

µ. A sends (LPK, µ) to S . S randomly picks ⇡ 2 {1, · · · , `}. S also generates a pair of

⇧OTS public key and secret key (opk⇡, osk⇡)  OKeygen for PK⇡. For i = {1, · · · , `},

S first computes pki = PKi � Hash⇤(opk⇡). S randomly choose c1 from its range. For

i 2 [1, · · · , `], S samples si and computes ei = ci+Fi(si, pki), ci+1 = Hashi+1(Lpk, µ, ei).

S then programs random oracle as Hash1(Lpk, µ, e`) = c1. S also computes one-time

signature sig = OSign(osk⇡; s1, · · · , s`, LPK, opk). S returns signature � = { s1, · · · , s`,

opk⇡, sig}.

For adversary A, A can not distinguish this game from the original one. Since in the

scheme, the signer public key PK⇡ is the result of the exclusive or of pk⇡ and Hash⇤(opk⇡)

where Hash⇤(opk⇡) is a hash output. Thus, A can not distinguish pk generated following

the rule from pk sampled uniformly at random from its possible range. Here we have

the distribution of pk uniformly over its possible range. Thus all the pki generated from

PKi � Hash⇤(opk⇡) are indistinguishable from a true signature public key for adversary

A. The best way for A to win this game is to guess a ⇡⇤ 2 {1, · · · , `}. The probability for

⇡⇤ = ⇡ is no more than 1
` .

The advantage adv
anon
A in this game is negligible. The linkable ring signature scheme

is anonymous.

Theorem 5.2.4 (Linkability) The linkable ring signature is linkable in random oracle

model if the underlying Type-H signature scheme and ⇧OTS are unforgeable.

Proof 14 Let A be an adversary who can successfully forge a linkable ring signature

with probability � by making at most qr queries to RO oracle, qc queries to CO oracle, qs

queries to SO oracle, and q⇤h queries to random oracle Hash⇤, qh queries to all the random

oracles Hashi. We show how to construct simulator S who can break unforgeability of the

underlying Type-H signature scheme with a non-negligible probability.
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Given public key pkc of a Type-H signature scheme, S’s task is to output a forged

signature �c on any message of its choice. In order to use A to solve this problem instance,

the simulator S needs to simulate the challenger C and oracles to play Gameforge with A.

S runs as follow:

Setup. S picks hash functions Hash⇤, Hashis and sets as system parameter. Hash⇤,

Hashis will be modeled as random oracle. For Hashi, A queries it in the form

of Q(k, LPK, µ, ek�1). S returns Hashk(LPK, µ, ek�1) to A. For Hash⇤, S picks

{h⇤1, h⇤2, · · · , h⇤p⇤}  $ �⇤i as the q⇤h responses of random oracle Hash⇤.S then random

picks a message µc and queries the challenger from the forge game of the underlying

signature scheme for its hash value (or compute the hash value by the given hash function).

S receives hash value h0c.

Oracle Simulation. S simulates the oracles as follow:

• RO(?): Assume adversary A can only queries RO qr times (qr � 1). A random

picks an index I  $ [1, · · · , qr]. For index I, S sets PKI = pkc � h⇤Q where

h⇤Q  $ {h⇤1, h⇤2, · · · , h⇤p⇤}. For other index, S samples PK uniformly random from

its possible range. Upon the jth query, S returns the corresponding public key.

• CO(PK): On input a public key PK returned by RO oracle, S first checks whether

it corresponds to index I. If yes, S aborts. Otherwise, S runs OKeygen(1�) !

(opk, osk). S runs Gsig(1�) ! (pk, sk). S returns (sk, opk, osk) as secret key and

programs Hash⇤(opk) = PK� pk.

• SO(µ, LPK,PK⇡): When A queries SO on message µ, a list of public keys

LPK = {PK1, · · · ,PK`} and the public key for the signer PK⇡ where PK⇡ 2 LPK, S

simulates SO as follow:

1). If PK⇡ has been queried to CO, S runs Signing(SK⇡, µ, LPK). S returns the
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signature � to A;

2). If PK⇡ = PKI , S runs OKeygen(1�) ! (opk⇡, osk⇡) and assigns the first

h⇤i 2 {h⇤1, h⇤2, · · · , h⇤p⇤} that has not been used yet to Hash⇤(opk⇡). S computes

pki = Hash⇤(opk⇡) � PKi for i 2 [1, · · · , `]. S randomly choose c1 from its

range. For i 2 [1, · · · , `], S samples si and computes ei = ci + Fi(si, pki), ci+1 =

Hashi+1(Lpk, µ, ei). S then programs random oracle as Hash1(Lpk, µ, e`) = c1.

S also computes one-time signature sig = OSign(osk⇡; s1, · · · , s`, LPK, opk). S

returns signature � = { s1, · · · , s`, opk⇡, sig};

3). for other PK, S runs OKeygen(1�) ! (opk, osk). S runs Gsig(1�) ! (pk, sk).

S returns (sk, opk, osk) as secret key and programs Hash⇤(opk) = PK� pk. S runs

Signing(SK⇡, µ, LPK). S returns the signature � to A

• Random Oracle Hash⇤: For query input that has already been programmed, S

returns the corresponding output. Otherwise, the output of the random oracle will

be the first h⇤i 2 {h⇤1, h⇤2, · · · , h⇤p⇤} that has not been used yet. S will record all the

queries to the random oracle in a table, in case same query is issued twice.

• Random Oracle Q: At beginning of the simulation, S randomly picks v, u  $

[1, · · · , qh] (1  v  u  qh). During simulation, if Qv = (k + 1, LPK, µ, ek),

Qu = (k, LPK, µ, ek�1). S programs Hashk(LPK, µ, ek�1) = ek � h0c. For

other query, if a query input that has already been programmed, S returns the

corresponding output. Otherwise, the output of the random oracle will be randomly

sampled from its range. S will record all the queries to the random oracle in a table,

in case same query is issued twice.

Output. Adversary A outputs k sets {L(i)
PK, µi, �i} for i 2 [1, · · · , k]. These k sets should

satisfy that Verification(µi, �i, L
(i)
PK) = accept ; A queried CO less than k times; and
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Link(�i, �j, µi, µj, L
(i)
PK, L

(j)
PK) = unlinked for i 6= j and i, j 2 [1, · · · , k]. Since A is

allowed query CO less than k times. At least one of the output signatures should be

generated from the opk that A does not obtain from CO or SO. If any of the opk from

the returned signatures are obtained from SO, A breaks the unforgeability of ⇧OTS .

Assume �j , j 2 {1, · · · , k} is not produced by the opk obtaining from CO or SO.

Hash⇤(opkj) 6= h⇤Q, abort.

The probability for Hash⇤(opkj) = h⇤Q is no less than 1
q⇤
h

. In the following we use

(µ⇤, �⇤, L⇤PK) to denote (µj, �j, L(j)
PK). If A wants to successfully forge such a linkable ring

signature, A must close a gap in e⇤t � c⇤t by first querying Q⇤1 = (t + 1, L⇤PK, µ
⇤, e⇤t ),

then querying Q⇤2 = (t, L⇤PK, µ
⇤, e⇤t�1). The probability for S successfully guessing

Qv = Q⇤1 and Qu = Q⇤2 during random oracle simulation should be at least 1
qh2 . The

probability for PKt = PKI should be at least 1
qr

. Since Hash⇤(opk⇤) = h⇤Q, we have

Hash⇤(opk⇤) � PKI = pkc. S then have e⇤t � c⇤t = Ft(pkc, s
⇤
t ). Since Q⇤1 = Qv and

Q⇤2 = Qu, we have e⇤t � c⇤t = h0c where h0c is the hash output of µc. S outputs (µc, s⇤t ) as a

forgery.The probability for S to output such a forgery is at least �
qh2·q⇤

h
·qr .

Theorem 5.2.5 (Nonslanderability) Our linkable ring signature is nonslanderable in

random oracle model if the one-time signature scheme ⇧OTS is one-time unforgeable.

Proof 15 Assume there is an adversary A who can win Gameslander with probability �.

Then we can construct a simulator S who can break the unforgeability of the one-time

signature ⇧OTS used in our construction also with probability �.

S is given a ⇧OTS public key opk0 and is allowed to query the signature sig0 of a message

m0 once for any message of its choosing. S is said breaking the unforgeability of ⇧OTS if

it can produce (m00, sig00) such that (m00, sig00) 6= (m0, sig0) and OVer(opk0; sig00; m00 ) =

accept. In order to use A to break the unforgeability of ⇧OTS , the simulator S needs to
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simulate the challenger C and oracles to play Gameslander with A. S runs as follow:

Setup. S picks hash functions Hash⇤, Hashis and sets as system parameter. Hash⇤, Hashis

will be modeled as random oracle.

Oracle Simulation. S simulates the oracles as follow:

• RO(?): Upon request, S samples PK uniformly random from its possible range. S

returns the PK as the public key.

• CO(PK): On input a public key PK returned by RO oracle, S first checks whether

it is an output of RO query. If yes, S runs OKeygen(1�) ! (opk, osk). S

runs Gsig(param)!(sk, pk). S returns (sk, opk, osk) as secret key and programs

Hash⇤(opk) = PK� pk.

• SO(µ, LPK,PK⇡): When A queries SO on message µ, a list of public keys

LPK = {PK1, · · · ,PK`} and the public key for the signer PK⇡ where PK⇡ 2 LPK, S

simulates SO as follow:

– If PK⇡ has been queried to CO oracle, S runs Signing(SK⇡, µ, LPK) and

returns the signature � to A;

– If PK⇡ has not been queried to CO, S runs OKeygen(1�) ! (opk, osk). For

i 2 [1, · · · , `], compute pki = PKi � mk⇡ where mk⇡ = Hash⇤(opk⇡). S

obtains a new public key list Lpk = {pk1, · · · , pk`}. The signing algorithm

runs as follow:

G� 1 (Initialization): Compute e⇡ = � where �  $ �⇡. Then compute

c⇡+1 = Hash⇡+1(Lpk, µ, e⇡).

G� 2 (Forward Sequence): For i = ⇡ + 1, · · · , `, 1, · · · , ⇡ � 1, compute
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ei = ci + Fi(si, pki) where si is randomly chosen. Then compute ci+1 =

Hashi+1(Lpk, µ, ei).

G� 3 (Forming the Ring): For i = ⇡, randomly choose s⇡ and computes

c⇡ = e⇡�F⇡(s⇡, pk⇡). Program c⇡ = Hash⇡(Lpk, µ, e⇡�1). Compute one-time

signature sig = OSign(osk⇡; (c1, s1, · · · , s`, LPK, opk⇡)). Output signature

� = {c1, s1, · · · , s`, sig, opk⇡} for message µ and public key list LPK.

• Random Oracle: For input that has already been programmed, S returns the

corresponding output. Otherwise, S randomly samples hash output and returns

the value. S will record all the queries to the random oracle in a table, in case same

query is issued twice.

Challenge. A sends a list of public keys LPK = {PK1, · · · ,PK`}, message µ and public key

PK⇡ 2 LPK. According to the requirements, PK⇡ should not been queried to CO or as an

insider to SO. Thus, there is no one-time signatures keys chosen for PK⇡ yet. S takes opk0

as the one-time signature public key for PK⇡. For i 2 [1, · · · , `], compute pki = PKi�mk⇡

where mk⇡ = Hash⇤(opk0). S obtains a new public key list Lpk = {pk1, · · · , pk`}.

S then computes e⇡ = � where �  $ �⇡ and c⇡+1 = Hash⇡+1(Lpk, µ, e⇡). For

i = [⇡ + 1, · · · , `, 1, · · · , ⇡ � 1], compute ei = ci + Fi(si, pki) where si is randomly

chosen. Then compute ci+1 = Hashi+1(Lpk, µ, ei). For i = ⇡, S randomly chooses s⇡ and

computes c⇡ = e⇡ � F⇡(s⇡, pk⇡). Program c⇡ = Hash⇡(Lpk, µ, e⇡�1). Then, S queries

for the one-time signature sig0 of message ⌫ 0 = (c1, s1, · · · , s`, LPK, opk
0). S returns

� = {c1, s1, · · · , s`, LPK, opk
0, sig0} to A.

Output. A outputs a list of public keys L⇤PK, message µ⇤, and a signature �⇤ such that

Verification(µ⇤, �⇤, L⇤PK) = accept, Link(�, �⇤, µ, µ⇤, LPK, L⇤PK) = linked.

Simulator S then use (L⇤pk, µ
⇤, �⇤) to break the unforgeability of ⇧OTS . S phrases
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�⇤ = {c⇤1, s⇤1, · · · , s⇤`0 , LPK, opk
⇤, sig⇤}. Since Link(�, �⇤, µ, µ⇤, LPK, L⇤PK) = linked, we

must have opk0 = opk⇤ and OVer(opk⇤; sig⇤; c⇤1, s
⇤
1, · · · , s⇤`0 , LPK, opk

⇤) = accept. Since

�⇤, L⇤PK must be different from �, LPK. S obtains a one-time message signature pair where

message is ⌫⇤ = {c⇤1, s⇤1, · · · , s⇤`0 , LPK, opk
⇤} 6= ⌫ 0 in challenge. sig⇤ is a valid one-time

signature for opk0 and ⌫⇤. S breaks the unforgeability of ⇧OTS .

According to Theorem 2.6.1, our linkable ring signature scheme is nonsladerable and

linkable. Thus, it is also unforgeable.

5.2.3 Instantiations from NTRU

In this section, we are going to instantiate the linkable ring signature to NTRU lattice

using a NTRU based Type-H signature scheme: FALCON. In 2008, Gentry, Peikert and

Vaikuntanathan [44] construct a one-way trapdoor function using ’hard’ basis and ’good’

basis of a lattice and apply it to construct a lattice-based Type-H signature schemes. Prest

at al. [34, 40] then use NTRU lattices [56] to instantiate the GPV construction. The

corresponding NTRU-based Type-H signature scheme is named FALCON [40].

5.2.4 Linkable Ring Signature from Falcon

FALCON signature scheme is a Type-H signature scheme. Thus, we can apply the

generic method of transforming Type-H signature scheme to linkable ring signature

scheme to FALCON.

• Setup(1�)! param: On input security parameter 1�, this algorithm chooses Hash⇤,

Hashi : {0, 1}⇤ ! Rq, Db, Dr and ⌘.

• KeyGen! (sk, pk): This algorithm firstly generates

– (a, f ,g, f̄ , ḡ) FALCON.KeyGen(param), and
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– (aots, fots,gots, f̄ots, ḡots) FALCON.KeyGen(param)

Then it sets a0 := a+ Hash⇤(aots) mod q. The public key pk = {a0} and secret key

sk = {sk0 = {f ,g, f̄ , ḡ}, sk1 = {fots,gots, f̄ots, ḡots}, aots}.

• Signing(sk⇡, µ, Lpk) ! �: On input message µ, list of user public keys Lpk =

{pk1, · · · , pk`}, and signing key sk⇡ = {sk0⇡ = {f⇡,g⇡, f̄⇡, ḡ⇡}, sk1⇡ = {fots,gots,

f̄ots, ḡots }, aots} of pk⇡ = {a0⇡}, and the system parameter param, the signing

algorithm runs as follow:

1. for i 2 [1, · · · , `], compute ai = a
0
i � Hash⇤(aots) mod q. Signer then obtains

a new list L = {a1, · · · , a`}.

2. it then randomly samples a polynomial e⇡  $ Rq and computes c⇡+i =

Hash⇡+1(L, µ, e⇡);

3. for i = ⇡ + 1, · · · , `, 1, · · · , ⇡ � 1, compute ei = ci + xi,0 + aixi,1 where

xi = (xi,0,xi,1) D2
R,⌘ and ci+1 = Hashi+1(L, µ, ei);

4. compute (x⇡,0,x⇡,1) = FALCON.sign(sk0⇡; e⇡ � c⇡) such that x⇡,0 + a⇡x⇡,1 =

e⇡ � c⇡;

5. it then generates a signature sig on µ0 = {{xi}ii=1, c1, Lpk, aots} by computing

sig=FALCON.sign(sk1⇡;µ
0).

The linkable ring signature of µ and Lpk is � ={{{xi}`i=1,c1,aots, sig}.

• Verification(µ, �, Lpk)! accept/reject: On input message µ, signature � and a list

of user public keys Lpk, the verification algorithm performs as follows:

1. parses � ={x1, · · · , x`, c1,aots, sig};
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2. For i 2 [1, · · · , `], compute ai = a
0
i � Hash⇤(aots) mod q;

3. checks whether for all i 2 [1, · · · , `], kxik1  �; outputs reject if not;

4. for all i 2 [1, · · · , `], computes yi = xi,0 + aixi,1, ei = ci + yi. Then

compute ci+1 = Hashi+1(L, µ, ei) if i 6= `. Continue if c1 = Hash1(L, µ, e`).

Otherwise, reject.

5. verify whether sig is a FALCON signature for ({xi}`i=1, c1, {a0i}`i=1, aots) with

public key aots; outputs reject if fails.

6. outputs accept.

• Link(�1, �2, µ1, µ2, L
(1)
PK, L

(2)
PK)! linked/unlinked: On input two message signature

pairs (µ1, �1) and (µ2, �2), this algorithm first checks the validity of signatures �1

and �2. If Verification(µ1, �1, L
(1)
PK)! accept and Verification(µ2, �2, L

(2)
PK)! ac-

cept, it parses �1={{{x(1)
i }`i=1,c

(1),a1
ots, sig1} and �2 = {{{x(2)

i }`i=1,c
(2),a2

ots, sig2}.

The algorithm outputs linked if a1
ots = a

2
ots. Otherwise, output unlinked.

Note that in this implementation we use additions and subtractions over the Rq instead of

bit-wise XOR operations. Under the random oracle model H1(aots) will output a random

ring element. This creates a perfect one-time mask that assures a0 is indistinguishable from

random.

5.2.5 Efficiency Analysis

Here we give some estimated performance of instantiating generic construction with

FALCON-512. The estimated linkable signature size is around 617⇥ 2(`+ 1)+ 2 ⇤ 897 ⇡

1.23(` + 1) + 2 ⇤ 0.897 kilo bytes, where ` is the number of users in a signature. For a

signature of FALCON-512, the size is around 2⇥ 617 bytes. Besides, 897 bytes is the size
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of a ring element in FALCON-512.

We give comparison with some other (linkable) ring signature schemes in Table 5.3.

Comparing with other linear-size linkable ring signature, we have the smallest signature

size. Comparing with scheme with logarithmic signature size, our linkable ring signature

scheme has a better performance with a small ring (ring size  210). Thus, our linkable

ring signature is practical and can be applied in scenarios with small groups.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Post-quantum cryptography is now attracting more and more attentions because of

its property of resistance to quantum attacks. Even though there is still no practical

large quantum computers. Considering the possibility that someone stores sensitive

communication data and information from Internet and analyzes it when quantum

computer really appears. Designing post-quantum cryptosystems and applying them in

the real world as soon as possible is meaningful. In particular, quantum computational

operations have already been executed on a small number of quantum bits. In this thesis,

our works mainly focus on designing cryptosystems that is resistance to quantum attacks.

Firstly, we propose a symmetric-key based post-quantum anonymous identification

protocol for ad hoc group based on hash-based cryptography. We also develop security

models to capture the security requirements of anonymous identification scheme. Our

protocol is simple in concept and concrete in construction which can be easily compatible

with widely used password-based authentication. Additionally, we show that our protocol

is more efficient then related works priori to it.

Secondly, we present a new lattice-based signature scheme based on a signature scheme

proposed by Hoffstein et al. [53]. Our new signature scheme out-performs the original
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one in both running time and signature size. Moreover, to prove the security of our

construction, we give specific reduction proof, which was lack in [53], and reduce the

security to a variant of lattice-based hard problems. We also analyze the security of our

signature scheme using quantum sieving algorithm and show that our construction is post-

quantum.

The last two works of this thesis are both focusing on generic frameworks of (linkable)

ring signature and their lattice instantiations. In Section 5.1, we propose a new generic

construction of (linkable) ring signature schemes. The new generic construction is

then instantiated to both standard lattice and NTRU lattice setting. We also give our

NTRU lattice-based (linkable) ring signature scheme a name called (linkable) Raptor.

Furthermore, we implement (linkable) Raptor and show the efficiency of it comparing

with lattice-based (linkable) ring signature proposed before it. In Section 5.2, we revised

an existing generic ring signature [1] to its linkable version and gives the security proofs

for both the original and linkable version of the generic framework. The security proof for

generic construction is lack in the original paper. We instantiate our generic linkable ring

signature to NTRU lattice and obtains a lattice-based linkable ring signature slightly more

efficient than our work in Section 5.1.

6.1 Future Work

In our first work, anonymous identification for ad hoc group, we require that verifier in

the scheme should be honest but curious. However, in the real world, we must consider

the possibility that verifier is dishonest and try to actively gain personal information from

prover. Thus, we could improve the scheme to maintain its anonymity even if verifier does

not act following the scheme. At the same time, we should still keep the advantages of

high efficiency and compatibility of our scheme.
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Besides, we will continuously work on the thesis from following aspects. Our two

lattice-based linkable ring signature schemes, while are practical enough to be applied in

the real world scenarios, still need improvement. The signature size of our linkable ring

signature schemes are linear to the number of members in the ring. Thus, a large ring

size can increase the signature size rapidly. Despite our linkable ring signature schemes

have a signature size roughly 1.6 KB per member. It is, nevertheless, an important job

for us to try to shrink the signature size in various ways. One solution is that we can

reduce the size of signature for each user. However, the core problem has not yet been

addressed. The best approach is that, we should let the linkable ring signature size be

logarithmic or even be constant to the ring size. Thus, our future target in improving the

efficiency of linkable ring signature scheme is that, we should design a logarithmic size

linkable ring signature scheme that is practical enough to be implemented. One possible

way to construct a logarithmic size linkable ring signature scheme is by adopting zero-

knowledge proof techniques. The major obstacle of applying existing lattice-based zero-

knowledge proof systems to constructing a practical ring signature scheme is that, most

of the existing lattice-based zero-knowledge proof systems have large overhead or are not

efficient enough to be implemented. Thus we could focus on constructing practical and

efficient lattice-based zero-knowledge proof system.
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